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II FIELD FORCE VIETNAM

APO San Francisco 96266

AVFBC-EE-H

SUBJECT: Operational Report Lessons Learned for Quarterly Period Ending
31 October 1967 (RCS CSFC0-65) (W-DHO-TO-A) (U)

TOt See Distribution

SECTION I

SIIFICANT ACTIVITIES

a. During the quarter there were four major changes in the
staff, II ?PORCEV.

(i) On 7 September 1967, Brigadier General Joseph S. Lekeon
became the Chief of Staff, II FFORCEV, replacing Brigadier General Robert
C. Forbes. General Lekson had previously served as Assistant Division
Commander, 9th Infantry Division.

(2) On 9 August 1967, Colonel Marvin D. Fuller became Assis-
tant Chief of Staff, G3, II FFORCEV, replacing Colonel William W. Cobb.
Colonel Fuller had previously served as Commanding Officer, 2d Brigade,
25th Infantry Division.

(3) On 1 September Colonel Paul B. Duruz becme the Pro-
vost Marshal, II FFORCEV after an assignmenit as Provost Marshal OCI, 18,
Washington, D.C. He replaced Lieutenant Colonel William R. Morgan Jr.

(4) On 7 September Lieutenant Colonel Robert W. Allen
became the Assistant Chief of Staff, G4, II FFORCEV. Colonel Allen,
before his present assignment, was Assistant Executive Officer, 0*5*,
Washington, D.C. He replaced Colonel Richard W. Clark.

b. The overall assigned/attached strength of II FFOUCEV de-
creased during this quarter. A comparison at the end of the last forr
reporting periods follows:

DATE OFFC w OFFICR = iS= E

31 Jan 67 346 39 3107

30 Apr 67 359 36 3503
DOWNGRADED AT 3 YEAR IN1ERVIa"

DECLASSIFIED AFTER 12 YLAM
CN�A)D DIR 520010
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31 October 1967 (RCS CSFOR-65) (U)

DATE OFFICER WARRANT OFFICER ENLISTED MEN

31 Jul 67 332 37 3248

31 Oct 67 323 34 2807

c. II FFORCEV Order of Battle, to include location and the
control headquarters, is shown in Inclosure 1.

d., A sketch showing the III Corps Tactical Zone (CTZ) with
major unit CP locations is shown in Inclosure 2.

2. (FOUO) Personnel, Health, Morale, Safety and Discipline.

a. Section I: Significant Activities:

(I) The personnel situation within units assigned, attach-
ed to or under the operational control of II Field Force Vietnam remains
satisfactory. Although the MTOE for this headquarters has not been
formally approved, it has been recognized as a basis for personnel fill
by Headquarters, United States Army Vietnam. Department of the Army has
been requested to expedite action on the HQ II FFORCEV MTOE.

(2) A vigorous personnel infusion program to eliminate unit
rotational humps was initiated by Headquarters, United States Army Vietnam,
during the quarter. The goal of this program is to insure that a unit
which has been in country for one year will not lose more than 15 percent
of its personnel during any month.

(3) The Rest and Recuperation (R&R) policy of this head-
quarters was modified to insure more effective utilization of quotas.
The practice of allocating quotas to subordinate elements of the comman'd
has been discontinued and all applications are submitted to the Adjatant
General, II FFORCEV. Centralized processing of such applications permits
more expeditious transfer of quotas in cases of cancellation. However,
this headquarters continues to receive quotas in excess of requirements.
Action was taken to request a decrease in allocations for the 3d quarter
FY 1968.

(4) This headquarters has encountered difficulty in ob-
taining replacements in 1405's 1 3F (Automatic Weapons Crewman) and 31M4
(Radio Relay and Carrier Attendant). This difficulty has been reported
to Department of the Army through HQ, USARV. Information has been re-
oeived that necessary action will be taken to provide personnel in these
XOSs. However, to date, the replacements have not arrived in sufficient
numbers to meet requirements.

(5) On 31 August 1967 a recommendation for award of the
Ibritorious Unit Commendation to HQ & HQ Company, II ?VORCEV was forwarded
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to HQ, USARV. During the period 1 August - 31 October 1967, the follow-
in individual awards were presented:

Distinguished Service Ihdal 1

Legion of Merit 8

Silver Star 17

Distinguished Flying Cross 2

Soldier's Medal 11

Bronze Star 82

Air Medal 110

Army Commendation Medal 121

Purple Heart 8

TOTAL 360

(6) In August a series of monthly Adjutant aeneral News-
letters was initiated. The publications contain a variety of information
compiled from regulations, directives, periodicals and other media which
is of general interest and assistance to members of the command.

(7) Development of the II ?FORCEV base camp continued
satisfactorily. Status of significant projects as of 31 October 1967
follows#

(a) Command Court Room building - completed

(b) Multiple sports courts - completed

(c) IN Club - 90% completed

(d) NCO Club - 20% completed

(e) Tropical construction 30q - 33% completed

(f) Sodding of Football Field - completed

(g) Air conditioning of Post E=hane - oompleted

(8) The health of the command conttinus to be ezoe*lent.

(9) Morale of the troops continues at a high level. ThG
command hosted the first U5ARV* olleyball Championahip Competition during

3
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SUBJECT: Operational Report lessons learned for Quarterly Period Ending

51 October 1967 (RCS CSFOR-65) (U)

the period 24-26 August 1967. During the reporting period a total of 8
USO hbovs visited the headquarters area.

(10) The reduction of motor vehicle accidents and accidental
firearms inciden~ts received continued emphasis throughout the period. A
total of 14 motor vehicle accidents were reported during the quarter
which resulted in 3 US killed and 9 VN killed. A total of 7 accidental
firearma incidents, resulting in 1 US killed, were reported.

3. (C) I•TELLIMCE AND COUNELLIGECE:

a. There were no major operations qonducted under HQ, II MI'ORCEV
direction during the reporting period. Intelligence aspects of tactical
operations conducted in the II FFORCEV area are discussed in OELL's sub-
mitted by units under operational control of this headquarters.

b. Intelligence Collection:

(1) The nl FFORCEV Intelligence Collection Plan will re-
main in effect until new tactical areas of operational interest for
OPCON units are announced. Current boundaries will be affected by t0e
arrival of the 101st Airborne Division in country. In view of the
forthcoming changes, the current plan has been found to be lacking in
the provision of adequate guidance to the collection assets available
in nI FPORCEv. For this reason, this headquarters ElI have been revised
and assembled as a separate annex to be published with a new collection
plan.

(2) The Intelligence Coordination and Exploitation for
Attack on VC Infrastructure (C) (ICEX) program in the III CTZ is pro-
gressing according to schedule and selected ICEX Advisors have been
assigned in the priority provinces. The attack on the infrastructure
at the district level has already met with success through the District
Operations and Intelligence Coordination Centers (DOICC) which have been
established in 31 districts (see below). Files on suspected members
of the infrastructure have been compiled in each DOICC and have already
resulted in operations aimed at the apprehension of suspects. The
success of the DOICC program to date has provided a basis for %he estab-
lishement of similar centers at both province and corps. The establish-
ment of Province Operations and Intelligence Coordination Centers (POCC)
will permit collection, collation, and reaction to intelligence informa-
tion on targets beyond the scope of individual districts. Joint US/GOV
participation in centers at all levels is expected to provide free
exchange of information and permit rapid reaction by simplifying coordi-
nation procedures. A major problem area in t0 attack on the infrastruc-
two has been the inadequacy of detention facilities, which often results
'In the premature release of prisoners. Plane are being prepared for the
establisbment of prototype facilities in three provinces and a regional
detention camp at Bien Boa.. The planned facilities will increase the
detention capacity in III CTZ by more than 1000 spaces. A circuit type
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31 October 1967 (RCS CSOR-65) (U)

court is also planned to permit the trial of prir ;ners within the deten-
tion facility itself. This will further ease the burden on the local
facilities by shortening the pretrial confinement, thereby reducing the
period of time that prisoners must be held pending release or transfer
to national confinement centers.

DOICC'S

Province Districts

Bien Hoe Tan Uyen, Di An, Long Thanh, Khon Trach

Binh TVy Ham Tan

Long Khanh Xuan Loo, Dinh Qunm

Phuoc Tuy Dat To

Hau Nghia Trang Bang, Cu Chi, Duc Boa

Long An Ben Luc, Thu Thus, Each lien, Thanh

Due, Tan Tru

Tay Ninh Go Dau Ha, Khiem Hanh, Phuoc Ninh

Gia Dinh Hoe Mon, Thu Due, Nha Be, Binh Chauh

Binh Duong Chau Thanh, Lai Thieu, Phu Hoa, Tri

Tam, Ben Cat

Binh Long Chon Thanh

Phuoc Long Don Luan, Phuoc Binh

(3) FACV has informed subordinate headquarters that a
marked improvement has been noted in the timely reporting of informa-
tion obtained from prisoners of war and ralliers, and has solicited
opinions regarding further improvement of the reporting system. A
new procedure was subsequently directed whereby preliminary interroga-
tion reports are to be submitted by the most expeditious means, prefer-
ably via secure Tactical Operations Center (TOC) circuits, with key
information gleaned from subsequent interrogations to be reported via
electrical Intelligence Summary (INTSUM). At the recommendation of this
headquarters, MACV agreed that herd copy PIR's are now superfluous and
1I PFORCEV OPCON units are no longer required to submit them. This
should significantly enhance the present reporting system.

5
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SUBJECT: Operational Report Lessons Learned for Quarterly Period Ending

31 October 1967 (RCS CSFOR-65) (U)

(4) During the period covered by this report, G2 II FPORCEV
has developed an Automatic Data Processing (ADP) capability for statisti-
cal analysis of incidents occurring throughout the III CTZ. Reports of
harassments, ground attacks, mortar attacks, terrorism, Lines of Communi-

cation (LOC) interdiction, significant Visual Recbnnaissance (VRas) and
propaganda are extracted from the duin y INTSUMg s and entered in thet data base. Complete reports are published monthly in two formats: a

chronological listing of incidents for the month and a listing of in-
cidents by type, arranged in chronological order within each type. For
purposes of analysis or comparison npeciaL readouts can be made for
specific days, areas, or type of incident. For example, if a person
wished to determine on what day of the week most incidents of terrorism
occurred, either in a specific area or in the whole III CTZ, the data
could be available within a few hours. The ADP system asa bean very
useful in the preparation of special studies. It is being expanded to
include more types of incidents, and has already proven to be of in-
valuable assistance in the development of intelligence analysis.

(5) During the period covered by this report, the 73d
Aviation Company (AS), equipped with the Mohawk Surveillance System, was
placed under operational control of CG, II FFORCKV, and adsigned the mis-
sion of General Support to II FFORCEV. This mission assignment has proven
to be a most effective method of employment of the unit. Control of
the 73d Aviation Company has enabled planning personnel to exact maximum
return from the limited assets available. Nightly coverage of the II
FFORCEV area of operations in support of all operational units therein,
became a reality with the company in the General Support role. The in-
frared assets of the company have been utilized to the fullest extent
possible in providing nightly coverage of areas requested by subordinate
units and the II FFORCEV G20 The photographic and visual reconnaissance
assets are being utilized to provide rapid reaction coverage to all units
subordinate to II FFORCEV.

(6) During the period covered by this report, coordination
between the G2 Air and II FFORCEV Artillery was made in an attempt to
improve artillery reaction to reports of targets detected by Side Look-
ing Airborne Radar (SLAW) reported inflight to ground units. The 73d
Aviation Company was furnished all call signs and frequencies of the Fire
Direction Officers as well as the locations of all II FFORCEV heavy artil-
lery units. Both artillery groups and all OPCON units have been provided* overlays of the normal aircraft flight paths to include approximate time
the aircraft will depart Vwng Tau. A time distance factor which gives an
indication of the aircraft location along the flight path was also

Al furnished. Previous to this coordination, inflight reports were made
directly to DS battalions of the infantry divisions. If the Direct Support
(DS) battalions had the capability, they would engage the target with
artillery. Otherwise, the target information was passed to a II FIRCECV
Artillery unit by the DS battalion. Since many sighting@ are beyond the
range of division artillery units, procedures were established whereby
inflight reports are now passed directly to II FFORCEV Artillery units,
using established radio frequencies and call signs.

6
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SUBJECT: Operational Report lessons learned for Quarterly Period Ending

31 October 1967 (RCS CSFOR-65) (U)

(7) There have been recent indications that the VC are
experiencing serious difficulties as a result of Allied operations. In
order to replace combat losses and ralliers, the VC are being forced to
use more coercive measures against the local populace, or else rely solely
upon infiltrationo Either course has side effects detrimental to their
cause. The coercion alienates them from the people, particularly in areas
not under firm VC control, and makes it more difficult to get the necessary
additional support. The large nmber of North Vietnamese personnel in the
VC units (estimated to be over 50% in Main Force units) further separates
them from the local populace and also causes resentment among the South
Vietnamese members of these units.

(8) Captured documents and interrogation of NW's indicate
that the VC are hav.ng great difficulty in procuring sufficient food.
Increased taxation and the acceptance of food in lieu of money are being
used to offset their difficulty. Heavier taxation will further alienate
the people and the lack of food will increase morale problems.

c. Description and Recapitulation of Enemy Order of Battles

(1) Description. The Central Office of Sov.th Vietnam
(COSVN) is the supreme military and political headquarters for the VC
in South Vietnam. The VC divide all territory of both North and South
Vietnam into separate Military Regions (MR), All of MR 1, 4, and the
Rung Sat Special Zone (Group 10) lie inside the III CTZ. Two provinces
of MR 10, one province of MR 6p and one province of MR 2 are also located
in III CTZ. Existing boundaries are shown in Inclosure 3.

(a) Military Region 1 includes the VC Provinces of
Tay Ninh, Thu Dau Mot, and Ba Bien. Formerly known as Eastern Nambo,
M I is also known as T1, Y1, and MR 7.

(b) Military Region 4 inclules the Saigon-Gia Dinh
area. It is also known as 14, 14, T4, and the Saigon-Gia Dinh Special
Zone.

(c) In 1966 the Rung Sat Special Zone was known as
MR 10 or T10. However, when Quang Duc, Phuoc Long, and Binh Long were
organized into a new MR 10, it was redesignated as Group 10.

(2) Significant Order of Battle Developments.

(a) A document captured by elements of the lst US
Inf Div contains a memorandum on VC methods of Troop administration.
The documents states that command echelons muat adhere to the regula-
tions concerning their unit's organization. They are wt allowed to
"chLllenge the table of organization, or admit or dismiss anyone on
"their own accord". Further, the document states that "battalion and
higher level units should verify the authorized personae]. (at the

7
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personnel section) and the assigned personnel (at the Bear Services
Section)" on a monthly basis, and submit appropriate reports to higher
headquarters. The dociamnt is dated 26 June 66, and is signed by the
Chief of Milita77 Personnel Section, 9th VC Division. (comments This
document indicates that the VC have relatively sophisticated methods of

assigning troops mnd -verifying troop strengths, and that VC units from
battalion and higher operate according to a standard table of organiza-
tion.).

(b) A notebook with entries by an unidentified poli-
tical cadre of Binh Tan Subregion, MR 4, dated 7-21 May 67, was captured
by the 199th Lt Inf Bde in July 1967. The notebook records the main
points of the resolution of Binh Tan Subregion Party Committee. A
significant entry stated that D6 (6th VC LF Bn/MR 4) was deactivated, not

because of unfavorable conditions, but because of reorganizational re-
quirements. The document also discloses that the 6th VC LF Bn/MR 4 suf-
fered "unprecedented casualties" during the first three months of 1967.
Approximately 120 men were killed, captured, or lost through defection
during this period. This was apparently the result of "poor leadership,
unstable ideology, and an incorrect estimate of the enemy." (Comment:
Although the 6th Bn/MR 4 has been marginally combat effective for the
last six months, and has shown a steady decline in strength, it is im-
probable that it was deactivated for any reason other than the "re-
organizational requirements" mentioned in the notebook. There have been
instances in the III CTZ of local force units being dispersed for opera-
tions in an effort to reestablish control over the population, and to
facilitate proselyting and recruiting activities. This may be what is
meant by the "deactivation" of the 6th En. Indications are that the
unit has undergone a change of mission which demands the complete dis-
persion of its elements. However, it is improbable that is has been
deactivated altogether0  Inasmuch as its headquarters elements probably
continue to exist, the battalion could probably be mobilized on short
notice. As such, it should still be considered an identifiable unit
and a threat to Allied units and installations.)

(c) Because no information has been received con-
cerning the 26th &gineer Company (aka: C26) for more than nine months,
the unit has been dropped from II FFORCEV OB holdings.

(d) A notebook captured by elements of the 25th US
Inf Div vic XS634936, contained notes taken from a political reorienta-
tion course held from 4-8 June 1967., in which resolutions of COSVN, the
"Gia Dinh Party Committee, and the Military Affairs Party Committee of
MR 4 were studied. It noted Free World Military Assistance Forces
(F*IAF) difficulties in the conduct of military operations, pacifica-

tion Iwograms, personnel replacements, and finance. The document stated
that the instability of the GVN is an insurmountable problem for the US,
and that the VC have the advantages of political superiority, a large
rear area, the support of 13 socialist countries, and twice their former

8
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military manpower. The d -ument cited a supplemental resolution of the
Central Headquarters, Lao Dong Party, which called for a protracted
struggle to accomplish a general counteroffensive and uprising in the
event that US strength in RVN exceeded 600o000. The document stated
that if negotiations took place, they would be used to create favorable
conditions in both the military and political fields for implementation
of the general counteroffensive and uprising. The negotiations would
be used to launch political attacks on the US, and to acquire support
from other countries. It stated that the VC would have to fight harder
before they could accept negotiations and would fight continuously and
on a large-scale basis if negotiations took place.

(e) On 15 September 19679 Navy BOD Officers identi-
fied the major portions of a fin assembly belonging to an RPG-7 round
which had been recovered from a Mobile Riverine Force Assault craft
hit during Operation CORONADO V in the Cam Son Secret Zone (XS1944).
This is the first positive identification of an RPG-7 in the Delta,
and represents an increased threat to Allied operations in the area,
particularly to armored river assault craft.

(f) On 29 October 1967, vicinity XU734088, the
US Special Forces (USSF), Civilian Irregular Defense Group (CIDG)
Compound, and the Loc Ninh Subsector Compound received SA, AW, 82mm
mortar, 122mm rocket, and reported 120mm mortar fire, followed by a
massive ground attack. Captured documents indicated that the major
enemy force in contact were elements of the 1st, 2d, and 3d Battaliouas/
273d VC Begt and at least one battalion of the 272d VC Begt, 9th VC
Division, as well as unknown size, elements of the 141st and 165th
IVA Regts, 7th IVA Division. The use of the 122mm Rocket in the attack
indicated the possible presence of elements of the 84A lVA Artillery
Regt, 69th VC Arty Command, which is the only unit in the III CTZ with
a known rocket capability. This attack marks the first time that rockets
have been employed in support of a ground attack in the III CTZ. This
type tactic is expected to be employed in future VC operations.

(g) Documents recently captured by elements of the
9th US Inf Div include a personnel strength status report for Long Thanh
District, Ba Bien Province, for April 1967. Included in the report are
the following armed units:

Unit Strenwth

C240 128

C245 78

C246 21

9
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Unit St rength

Engineer Platoon 20

Special Action Squad 7

(Comment: The C245 Nhon Trach Company and the C280 Long Thanh platoon
were the local force units for their respective districts in VC Ba
Bien Province prior to its reorganization into VC Ba Bien Province,
and the subsequent merger of Long Thanh and Nhon Trach Districts in
late 1966. The C240 Company was subordinate to the former VC Bien
Hoa Province. With the formation of VC Ba Bien Province, the C240
Company was apparently resubordinated to the newly-formed Long Khanh
District, as was the C245 Nhon Trach Company. It is probable that
the C280 Long Thanh Platoon was redesignated C246 at the same time.)

(h) Ngmyen Van Chau2 who rallied to the 18th ARVO
Inf Div on 25 August 1967, identified himself as a Platoon Sergeant
with the position of Manager of the 2d Bnq 271st VC Regt, 9th VC Divi-
sion. According to Chau, new areas of operation have been assigned to
the 5th, 7th, and 9th Divisions0 The 7th NVA Division has been assigned
to operate in the western portion of the III CTZ• and the 5th VC Divi-
sion is to operate in the eastern portion, Because of flagging morale of
the VC soldiers caused by successive military failures of the 7th NVA
and the 5th VC Divisions, the 9th VC Division has been assigned to operate
in the area between the two divisions for the purpose of supporting "the
morale and the strength of Worksites 5 and 7 during future operational
plans." (Comment. The position of Manager in a VC battalion is equiva-
lent to our S-4, and is usually held by a high ranking NCO or a junior
officer. In this position, Chau could possibly have had access to
high level information.)

(i) A VC Directive dated 22 May 1967, and signed by
Vo - Dang, the CO of the Ba Bien Province Unit, notifies subordinate
districts and units that the Provin, Unit Command Committee decided
to activate an additional provincial battalion. The directive instructs
them to furnish cadre for the new battalion0  Platoon cadre are to be
supplied by the D445 LF Bn, Long Thanh District, Xuan Loc District,
Long Dat District, and Chau Dat District - a total of 10 cadre per-
sonnel. Additional squad level cadre were to be supplied by these
units and the Cau Su units, These men were to be sent to the permanent
stations of the Province through T.20 on 10 June 1967. (Comment: This
is the first documentary evidence that has been received concerning
the formation of a second Local Force battalion in VC Ba Bien Pro-
vince. There is a possible connection between this entity and recent
reports of an NVA battalion (Bac Ninh Bn) operating on a local level in
Ba Bien Province, in addition to the D445 LF Battalion.)

(j) Recently captured documents indicate that the
Dong Nai Main Force Infantry Battalion of VC MR 1 has been upgraded to

10
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a regiment. The Dong Nai Battalion itself is redesignated K1, and is
the first battalion of the regiment. The second battalion, or K2, may
have been formed from the 309th Infiltration Group which is believed to
have arrived in SVN in May 1967. The Regiment apparently has a third
battalion designated K39 but very little is known about it. The Dong
Rai Regiment is subordinate to MR 1, but will be controlled by COSVN.
Its mission is to increase pressure on the areas surrounding Saigon -
Cholon. (Comments While the current strength of the Dong Nai Regiment
is not known, it is believed to be considerably understrength, rendering
the unit Not Combat Effective.)

(k) On 27 October 1967, vicinity YU198045, 3/9th
ARVN Inf was attacked by an estimated regimental-size enemy force.
A PW captured in the conflict identified his unit as the 2d Bn, 88th
NVA Inf Regiment. The 88th NVA Regt has been previously reported as
subordinate to the B-3 Front, and located in Pleiku Province in the II
CTZ, vicinity YA7118. According to the NW, his unit infiltrated into
the III Corps TAOI in the latter part of September, and located itself
in the northern portion of Phuoc Long Province in proximity to the
Cambodian border (SADDLE AREA), (Comment: Although the subordination
of the Regiment is not presently known, the unit is probably operating
in an independent status. subordinate to COSVN.)

(3) A VC Secret communique, dated 12 June 1967, and
prepared by Unit 303 Military Affairs Committee, Long An Province, stated
that the Postal Transportation and Communications Section of MR 2 would
provide guidance on the allocation of new Letter Box Number (LBN) to
the provinces and agencies of Military Region 2o Province LBN would
be five-digit numbers followed by the letters, "PO", and would differ
from each other only by the last number:

Ben Tre Province Unit: 11.165 PO

Py Tho Province Unit: 11".167 PO

Long An Province Unit: 11.163 PO

Kien Tuong Province Units 11.169 PO

gien Phong Province Unit: 11.164 PO

An Giang Province Unit: 11.160 Po

The agencies of MR 2 also have five-digit numbers, but they are followed
by the letters "PV". These numbers would be effective beginning 15 June
1967. (Comments In the past, the VC have assigned a series or block
of LBN to a particular military region, and to each of its subordinate
provinces, agencies and units; for example, the old LBN series for Long
An Province was 6308C through 999/6308C, giving the province a possible

11
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999 specific LBN. The subordinate Districts used the 6380C root, but
added a letter prefix to indicate a specific district. In the new
system, the first four digits are apparently selected at random, while
the fifth digit, and the letter suffix, identify the specific provincial
unit and military region. Because the system presents more variables
within a specific series, it is expected that identification of a
unit through its LBN will become ;,ore difficult as the new system goes
into general use.)

(4) Recapitulation:

(a) The VC provinces in III CTZ control 39 local
force companies and '7 local force platoons.

(b) Within the III CTZ there are six local force
battalions subordinate to the six di-tricts of Military Region 4, and
six local force battalions subordinate to the provinces of Military
Regions 1 and 2s

Local Force Battalion Subordination

2d Bn Go Mon District/MR IV

3d Ba Di An District/MR IV

4th Bn Thu Due District/MR IV

5th Bn Nha Be District/NH IV

6th Bn Binh Tan District/MR IV

7th Bn Cu Chi District/MR IV

D445 Bn Ba Bien Province/MR I

2d Independent Bn Long An Province/MR 2

506th Ba Long An Provimoe/MR 2

2d Guard Bn Tay Ninh Province/MR 1

14th Bn Tay Ninh Province/NH 1

Phu Loi Bn Thu Dau Mot Province/MR I

(c) There are eight VC main force battalions, six
VC main force regiments, and cne VC command operating in III CTZs

12
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VC Main Force Unit Subordination

267thn 1R 2

269th Bn Mi 2

lot Bn MR 4

8th Artillery M 4

C10 Sapper Bn MR 4

1st Guard Bn COSTJ

46th Recon Bn COSYJ

let Bn/66th Base Security Regt COSYN

271st Regt 9th Div

272d Rogt 9th Div

273d Rsgt 9th Div

274th ogt 5th Div

275th Regt 5th Div

Do Ni sRegt M I

69th Arty Commnd C(SVN

(d) There are four 1VA regiments and one IVA battalion
operating in III CTZ:

NVA Unit Subordination

725th Sniper Bn COSVN

165th Regt 7th Div

141st Re6t 7th Div

101st Regt 7th Div

88th Regt U&

(e) See Inolosure 4 for a sketch map of emay unit
locations in III CTZ as of 31 October 1967.
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(f) There are five VC local force battalions and
four VC main force battalions operating in Military Region 2 of IV
CTZ,

VC Unit Subordination

502d Bn Kien Phong Province/MR 2

504th Bn Kien Tuong Province/MR 2

512th Bn An Giang Province/MR 2

514th Bn Mq' Tho Provirce/MR 2

516th Bn Ben Tre Province/MR 2

261st MY Bn Dong Thap 1 Regt/MR 2

263d MF Bn Dnng Thap I Regt/MR 2

295th MF Bn MR 2

518th MF Bn MR 2

(g) See Inclosure 5 for a sketch map of enemy unit
locations in IV CTZ as of 31 October 1967.

(5) Summary of Recent Activities:

(a) During most of this reporting period, the VC/
NVA units subordinate to COSVN in the III CTZ were occupied in the tra-
ditional "standdown" period following the end of the VC "Monsoon Of-
fensive," and the beginning of the YC Winter - Spring Offensive, which
is believed to have begun on or about 29 October. Analysis of captured
documents, and 1N and ralliers reports indicate that the period was
spent in reorganization, reconnaissance, resupply, maneuvering and re-
positioning of forces, and general preparation of the battlefields for
future operations. During this reporting period, the Dong Nai M? Inf
Regiment, subordinate to VC Military Region 1, was formed, and the 88th
NVA Inf Regt displaced from the II CTZ to Northern Phuoc Lorg Province
in VC Military Region 10 for the purpose of conducting military opera-
tions.

(b) The forces of the 5th VC Division remained split
with HQ elements and the lt Bn, 275th VC Regt located in the vicinity
of the May Tao Area of Phuoc Tuy Province. The 274th VC Regt returned
to the HAT DICH area in early August, and has remained there in a dis-
persed posture throughout the reporting period. The 2d and 3d Battalions,
275th VC Regt, which moved into War Zone "D" last Juw, have since moved

14
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into the northern Phuoc Long Province area. With its present disposition,
the 5th VC Division poses a continued threat to US/GVN installations in
southern Long Khanh Province, eastern Bien Hoa Province, and Phuoc Tuy
Province, as well as a reinforcing capability to elements of the 9th
VC Division and the 88th NVA Regt with the 275th VC Regt (-) in the MR
10 area.

(c) The units of the 7th NVA Division have remained
in a relatively static disposition throughout this reporting period, with
the 101st and the 141st NVA Regiments located in base areas in War Zone
"C", and HQ elements and the 165th NVA Regiments located in the vicinity
of the Fish Hook area of eastern War Zone 11C" and western Binh Long Pro-
vince. The 165th NVA Regt attempted to over-run the USSF Camp at Tong
Le Chon in western Binh Long Province on 7 August, and was forced to
withdraw after sustaining over 150 KIA. The Regiment has continued to
harass the camp with mortar and SA attacks through September and October.
Unknown size elements of the 165th and the 141st NVA Regiment were tenta-
tively identified in contact in the Loc Ninh area at the end of this
reporting period. It is not known to what extent the two regiments
participated in the actions.

(d) The 9th VC Division is in a position from which
it may launch at least regimental size operations with reinforcements
from the other two main force divisions in the III CTZ, as well as with
the fire support of elements of the 69th VC Artillery Command. It is
believed that the 9th VC Division is the primary COSYN maneuver force in
the Corps area, and has probably been assigned major targets in the
northern and central portions of the CTZ in connection with VC dry.
season activities. In late September and early October, the 271st VC
Regiment, and possibly the let Bn, 272d VC Regt, moved into the Long
Nguyen Secret Zone along the Binh Long - Binh Duong Province border
because of a shortage of food at their previous location in southwestern
Phuoc Long Province. The regiment was forced to withdraw into War Zone
"C" after suitaining heavy losses as a result of the aggressive action
of the let US Inf Div conducting Operation SHENANDOAH II in the vicinity
of the Secret Zone. The 1st Bn, 272d VC Regt was apparently reassigned
to operate with the 273d VC Regt, which had relocated to northern Binh
Long Province. On 29 October, the 273d VC Regt began a series of attacks
against friendly installations and troops concentrations in the vicinity
of Loc Ninh, with the apparent mission of the complete destruction of the
facility and annihilation of its defenders. As a result of combat losses
sustained in the Loc Binh area, the 27Nd VC Regt was rendered Not Combat
Effective as a regiment. It is felt, however, that after a period of time,
the Regiment will be able to participate in multi-regimental size opera-
tions, at least in a reinforcement or security role.

(e) During this reporting period, the battalions of
MR 4 have remained in a dispersed and relatively defensive posture. The
eight battalions subordinate to the Region possess the capability for
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only limited offensive operations against FWAF inatallations and troop
concentration due to combat losses, the destruction of safe havens and
base areas, the effectiveness of continuous Allied operations and pressure
in the area, and recruitment difficulties caused by increasing GVN rural
pacification.

(6) Tactics:

(a) An enemy document captured during Operation
JUNCTION CITY stated that larger scale attacks would be conducted during
1967 than in the previous year. Reavy losses sustained by VC main force
units during Operations JUNCTION CITY and ATTIEBORO limited their activi-
ties to refitting and training during June and July; however, attacks
conducted in August, September and October by elements of the 7th NVA
Div and 9th VC Div in Binh Long, Phuoc Long and Tay Ninh Provinces indi-
cate that the VC still intend to mount regimental and possibly multi-
regimental sized attacks. Attacks at Tong Le Chon, Song Be, and especially
at Loc Ninh, give credence to the VC statement that 1967 is the year of
"The Grand Offensive."

(b) An attack conducted by elements of the 9th VC
Division against Loc Ninh on 29 October 1967 featured a 122mm Rocket
preparation prior to the large-scale ground attack. Although this tactic
has been used in II CTZ, this is the first instance of rocket preparation
being used in III CTZ. Another characteristic of this attack was that
attacking elements apparently moved from large base areas vicinity the
Canbodian border to make the attack, returning to them after the action.
It is possible that the VC in III CTZ will depend more on Cambodia as a
sanctuary from which they can launch their regimental and multi-regimental
size attacks, and to which they can return for accelerated replacement and
resupply activities when the attacks are completed. However, the main ad-
vantage accruing to the enemy by conducting operations in proximity to the
Cambodian border lies in the shortened supply lines from his supply
sources and logistical bases in and near Cambodia. Conversely, the enemy
probably sees the advantage of lengthening Allied LOC by flrcing the Allied
forces to react to operations as far as possible from our rear bases.

(c) A few days prior to the attack a 122mm rocket
launcher was captured. This tube is 2.5 meters in length and weighs
22 kilograms. The outside diameter of the tube is 126.-5u with a wall
thickness of 2.05mm. The inside diameter is 122.4mm.

d. TO Battle Losses:

VC ZIA RWURN- S3VY MIL STRUC BUKES SAM- TONS

1647 510 511 891 59 574 1456 154 143
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Sep 67

VC KIA RETURN- HEAVY ML STEUC BUNKRS SAN- TONS
-(Bc) NW EES SA WPNS lEST HEST LAIs Raig
1019 316 369 418 56 372 1849 30 90.2

_ct 67

24289 423 1.817 222 558 _gm _10 218.6

Total 4955 1170 1303 .3126 317 1504 6040 234 451.8

The actual strength of main force units cannot be equated to battlefield
losses because of three variables. Normally, supporting and local force
units accompany main force units into battle, and the dead cannot be
sorted according to unit. Secondly, it is almost impossible to accurately
assess the number of enemy casualties which accrae from artillery and air
strikes, particularly when the battlefield belcogs to the enemy and he can
evacuate his casualties before Allied units can make a body count. Third-
ly, there is a variation in the time required for a unit to recoup its
losses and this time is steadily decreasing. Trained irfiltrators from
North Vietnam are providing a high percentage of the replacement pool;
therefore, the time required for a unit to become combat effective after
suffering severe losses and receiving replacements is decreased. VC
losses merely reflect a lces in manpower assets. They are not an accurate
measure of unit strength for a given unit at a specific time.

e. EnezW capabilities, vulnerabilities and relative probability
of adoption at the end of the quarter:

(1) Capabilities:

(a) Attack:

1. The enemy is capable of attacking installations
and LOC's in Tay Ninh and Binh Long Provinces with elements of the 7th
NVA Division supported by local force units.

2. The enemy is capable of attacking installations
and LOC's in Binh Long and Phuoc Long Provinces with elements of the 9th
VC Division snd the 88th 17A Regt, supported by local force units, and
possibly the 275th VC Regt (-)

•. In addition to I and 2 above the enemy is
capable of launching multi-regimental size attacks in Tay Ninh, Binh Long,
and Phuoc Long Province by either combining elements of the 7th and 9th
VC/NVA Divisions into a single force or by emplcying elements of one
division in support of the other.
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4. The enemy is capable of attacking in Binh Tuy,

Phuoo Tuy and southern Long Khanh Provinces with elements of the 5th VC

Division.
Diso . The 84A NVA Arty Regt, which possesses a
rocket capability, can be employed against luoratiw targets within the
-III CTZ.

6. The eight battalions of HR 4, which are dis-
persed into company, platoon and squad sized elements are capable of
conducting limited attacks against Allied units, outposts, LOC's, and
installations with their respective areas of operations.

.o The VC are capable of attacking in Long An
Province with elements of the 267th and 269th MI Battalions, 2d Inde-
pendent Bn, the 506th LF Bn, and five local force companies.

8. The VC are capable of attacking Hau Nghia
Province with the 267th-and 269th MF Bns, the D14 LF Bn, and elements
of the 1st, 6th, 7th and 8th Bns of MR 4.

.2. The VC are capable of attacking in VC M

Tho Province with the 514th LI Bn, the 261st, and the 263d MP Bns.

(b) Defends

1. The VC can defend in Tay Ninh, and Binh Long
Provinces with the 7th NVA Div and local elements.

2. The VC can defend in War Zone "D" with elements
of the probable Dong Nai Regt (Phu Loi II Bn and DSO0 Bn) and possibly th&
275th VC Regt (-).

I. The VC can defend in VC Ba Bien Province with
elements of the 5th VC Div.

4. The enemy can defend in MR 10 with elements of
the 7th NVA Division, 9th VC Div and 88th NVA Regt.

5. In face of a superior force the enemy is capable
of breaking contact, dispersing into small groups and withdrawing to alter-
nate safe positions.

(o) Reinforce: The enemy can reinforce his attack or
defense in the northern III CTZ with 3 battalions from the II CTZ. In
southern III CTZ he can reinforce with two battalions from IV CTZ. It
is estimated that reinforcemnts could reach their destinations within
3 to 10 days after commencing movement.
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(2) Vulnerabilities and Weaknesses:

(a) The enemy control over the populace is vulnera-
ble to revolutionary development and psychological warfare activities,
especially in areas where the infiltrated NVA troops have given rise to
apprehension among the people. As the GVN continues to gain the con-
fidence and support of the population, the enemy's influence weakens
and the identity of his infrastructure becomes vulnerable to compromise
and ultimate disintegration.

(b) Low morale in the enemy's ranks is vulnerable
to exploitation by Allied psychological warfare operations.

(c) The enemy's extended and insecure LOC are becom-
ing more vulnerable to Allied interdiction, except for those LOC in
neutral countries. The interdiction of enemy LOC has restricted his
movement and ability to establish tax collection stations throughout
the III CTZ.

(d) The neutralization of VC/NVA Base Areas in III
CTZ and the loss of caches has reduced the enemy's ability to resupply
adquately his forces from within the III CTZ. This has forced the
enemy to tax his supply system. An inability to resupply quickly has
weakened his capability to maintain any --tended offensive or defen-
sive postures.

(e) The enemy is vulnerabie to search and destroy
missions of Allied mobile forces which are supported by artillery and
close air support.

(f) There are increasing indications that the enemy's
ability to obtain sound tactical intelligence is declining. This is
possibly due to the forced dispersion of his units caused by aggressive
Allied operations and in-turn has resulted in his loss of LF and Irre-
gular support.

(g) The enemy's infiltration mechanism is vulnerable
to Allied operations as indicated by his inability to maintain his est-
ablished infiltration rate of 1250 per month.

(h) Recent enemy operations are indicative of his in-
ability to coordinate multi-regimental sized forces in an attack.

(3) Relative probability of adoption at the end of the
quarter:

(a) •.nsidering the importance the enemy has placed
on Loc Ninh he may ain attempt to seize this objective provided he can
regroup and strengthen his units to offset losses. Failing this, the
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enemy will withdraw his Main Force elements from the Loc Ninh area, into
Base Camps in Binh Long/Phuoc Long Provinces for regrouping and reinforce-
ment, to possibly reinitiate attacks at a more favorable time and place.
However, continued attacks by fire and small, limited-objective ground
attacks should be expected against Allied installations in the NR 10 area.

(b) In the remainder of the Corps Zone, the trend
toward increased harassment of lightly defended OP's and installations,
sabotage and LOC interdictions can be expected to continue. Additionally,
in southeastern VC Tay Ninh Province and VC Long An Province increased
attacks by larger - sized enemy forces (to possibly include multi-company
size) can be expected.

(c) To continue to readjust his Main Force units.

(d) Possibly conduct reprisals against Boi Chanh and
Revolutionary Development (RD) cadre.

(e) The 84A NVA Arty Regt retains its rocket capability
and therefore the possibility of rocket attack on primary targets within
the III CTZ remains unchanged.
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4. (C) OPERATIONS, PLANS AND TRAININ

a. Major II FFORCEV objectives during August, September and
October were to strengthen security in the countryside, to defeat the
enemy effort to sabotage the national elections, to deny the enemy re-
sources and base areas and to defeat and destroy enemy forces.

(I) Operations conducted in support of these objectives
during the month of August included extensive road and ju;.gle clearing,
penetrations into known or suspected base camps and staging areas, search
and destroy operations aimed at preventing VC infiltration of populated
areas and extensive night operations to interdict VC movements. Parti-
cular emphasis was placed on road and bridge repair and jungle clearing
operations along major routes and near population centers. These opera-
tions destroyed the VC sanctuary in the Ong Dong Jungla and greatly
facilitated the flow of traffic along Highways 1 and 20 in Long Khanh
Province and Highway 13 in Binh Duong Province.

(2) During the month of September the success of defeating
enemy efforts to sabotage the national elections was dramatically demon-
strated when approximately 80% of the electorate participated in the
election. Large areas, previously inaccessible to friendly forces were
opened by jungle clearing and Mobile Riverine Force operations. These
operations denied the enemy cover, concealment, security and resources
in key populated areas. Friendly operations were highlighted during the
month by the adoption of two new operational concepts:

(a) A concept of massing available Army aviation assets
(5-7 assault helicopter companies) in support of a single division for a
one-half day period was initiated, This concept permits the simultaneous
tactical deployment of much larger forces in order to fix the enemy,
achieve surprise and increase the probability of containing and destruying
enemy forces.

(b) The Rapid Fire concept was also initiated. This
concept involves the tactical deployme nt of combined reconnaissance teams
(3 US and 3 CIDG personnel per team) in order to locate VC forces followed
by the commitme•at of platoon sized teams to capture prisoners and to fix
the identified enemy force and finally the commitment of a larger mobile
reaction force to disrupt or destroy the enemy force. The first of these
operations terminated on 21 September and resulted in 38 VC KIA, 6 PW and
quantities of captured weapons and materiel. Rapid Fire has added a
valuable intelligence-gathering capability to II FFORCEV.

(3) On 22 September the main body of the Royal Thai Army
Volunteer Regiment (RTAVR) completed its deployment to BEARCAT where it
is under operational control of the 9th Infantry Division. This unit is
expected to contribute materially to the accomplishment of the US objec-
tive of broadening the base of free world support.
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(4) During October emphasis was again placed on the objec-
tive of securing allied base areas and supporting the pacification of
key populated areas. In support of the 22 October election, US units
provided distant security for polling places and secured the main lines
of communication. Severe losses were inflicted on enemy main force units
in the LOC NINH area. A continuation of such losses will ultimately ac-
complish the objective of neutralizing the enemy main force offensive
capability.

b. Specific Operations. The 25th Infantry Division continued
"its monsoon campaign with three major operations in Tay Ninh, Hau Nghia
and Binh Duong Provinces. The monsoon campaign which started on 15 May
1967 continued to achieve significant advances in all areas including
tactical operations as well as pacification and revolutionary development
aspects. The revolutionary development program continued to receive
emphasis. Numerous civic action programs were conducted and roads were
improved for civilian as well as military use. Combined operations were
conducted with ARVN, CIDG, RF and PF units to improve mutual confidence,
understanding and effectiveness of both US Forces and RVNAF as a combined
combat team. Distant security was provided for polling places during the
Vietnamese elections and inauguration ceremonies.

(1) Operation BARKING SANDS, conducted by the lt Brigade
in Hau Nghia, southern Tay Ninh and southwestern Binh Duong Provinces,
denied the enemy free use of base areas that he once considered safe
havens. Numerous small unit actions to include Bushmaster, cordon and
search, road runner and Checkmate operations reduced Viet Cong capabili-
ties to move freely day or night. Multi-battalion search and destroy
operations conducted in the Iron Triangle in August continued to keep
the enemy off balance. Operations in early September denied the enemy
access to most of the civilian population during the national election.
Jungle clearing operations were initiated in the Ho Bo Woods on 17 Sep-
tember and continued through October, The major objective of the opera-
tion was to deny the enemy use of the Ho Bo Woods as a sanctuary. The
operation started in the northern and western parts of the Ho Bo area
and moved east and south during October. At the end of October 9,645
acres of Jungle had been cleared by Rome Plows, Hand tools and bangalore
torpedoes were used in areas inaccessible to the Rome Plows. Operation
BARKING SANDS continues.

(2) Operation KOLEKOLE conducted in Hau Nghia, Tay Ninh
and Binh Duong Provinces by the 2d Brigade caused extensive destruction
to enemy supplies and installations in long used base areas. Search and
destroy, cordon and search and numerous air mobile operations maintained
steady pressure on the enemy. Increased ARVN operations in the Brigade
TAOI assisted in maintaining pressure on the enemy. A significant action
occurred during August when the Combined Reconnaissance and Intelligence
"Platoon, consisting of the Recon Platoon, 2d Battalion, 27th Infantry
and the Hau Nghia Province Intelligence Platoon (RF), engaged Viet Cong
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reconnaissance elements from Long An Province. The result was 27 Viet
Cong killed and 1 US wounded. During October the 2d Brigade's operations
were characterized by rapid response to intelligence reports in widely
seattered areas of the division TAOIo Contact during the month was most-
ly with small Viet Cong units. On 21 October several armed Viet Cong
were observed from the air moving away from a base camp south of Tay Ninh.
These Viet Cong were engaged by gunships until A and B Companies, 1st
Battalion, 27th Infantry could be airlifted to the area, This rapid
response resulted in 18 Viet Cong killed, and the capture of 18 weapons.
On 31 October, the 2d Battalion, 27th Infantry conducted air mobile com-
bat assaults north of the Rach Tra stream south of Phu Cuong on the Saigon
River and made contact with an unknown size enemy force resulting in 28
VC KIAo Cumulative enemy losses to date include 612 killed, 1189 detainees
and 278 weapons captured. Operation KOLEKOLE continues.

(3) Operation DIAMOND HEAD was continued by the 3d Brigade
in Tay Ninh and Binh Duong Provinces. Most operations conducted were
battalion size and smaller, Numerous small unit actions were conducted
during the first several days of September in conjunction with election
security operations. In September the first phase of an extensive re-
settlement project was initiated by US and GVN forces to prevent enemy
use of the Michelin Plantation, This was accomplished by displacing the
population from an area southeast of the plantation to a refugee center
at Lai Thieu, thus eliminating a source of support to the enemy. Seventy-
four families with their belongings were relocated using CH-47 aircraft.
Michelin workers from populated areas within the plantation and inhabi-
tants from the area south of the Michelin Plantation will be relocated
as a follow up action, During October,operations of the 3d Brigade were
in great part conducted in the Michelin Plantation, on the north, east
and south of the Michelin Plantation and in the western Boi Loi Woods.
The operations were characterized by extensive day and night patrolling.
Cumulative losses to date include 158 enemy killed, 354 detainees and 76
weapons captured.

(4) The Coronado series of operations continued during the
reporting period as the 2d Brigade, 9th Infantry Division (Mobile Riverine
Force) continued to develop and refine techniques of riverine warfare.

(a) Operation Coronado III, a battalion size search
and destroy operation, conducted between 5 and 17 August in the Rung Sat
Special Zone did not result in significant enewy cuntacto

(b) Operation Coronado IV, a phased operation, was
initiated on 18 August in western Ben Luc District of Long An Province
by the Mobile Riverine Force in coordination and cooperation with the An
Dan Brigade (ARVN), Initially a reconnaissance in force, the operation
was conducted in response to intelligence indicating an enemy buildup of
elements of the Viet Cong 506th Battalion. The objective was to locate
and destroy enemy forces in the area, The maneuver units used during
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Phase I include the 3d Battalion, 47th Infantry; the 3d Battalion, 60th
Infantry; the 3d Battalion, 50th Infantry (ARVN); the 4th Battalion, 50th
Infantry (ARVN) and the 684th, 726th, 761st and 825th RF companies. Dur-
ing this pnase, helicopters from the 334th Aviation Company engaged an
unknown size enemy force resulting in 45 Viet Cong killed, Reconnaissance
and extensive air mobile raids were conducted throughout the area. Nu-
meroua small units totalling approximately 150 Viet Cong were contacted
and killed or dispersed. The second phase of Coronado IV was initiated
on 23 August by the 3d Battalion, 47th Infantry in the Rung Sat Special
Zone and the 3d Battalion, 60th Infantry in eastern Long An Province.
Extensive search and destroy operations were conducted in both areas with-
out contact. The third phase was initiated on 25 August with elements
of the 2d Battalion, 3d Infantry, 199th Infantry Brigade tSeparate) (Light)
and elements of the 46th Infantry Regiment (ARVN) in response to intel-
ligence of continued enemy operations in Eastern Long An Province. Small
contacts ware made, but the desired confrontation with large enemy forces
did not occur° On 1 September the 3d Battalion, 47th Infantry and the
3d Battalion, 60th Infantry conducted search and destroy operations in
northern Go Cong Province. There were sporadic contacts and both units
were extracted the following day. This was followed by search and de-
stroy operations in Long An Province, There was light contact during
this two day phase of the operation, On 7 September the final phase of
Operation Coronado IV began in the northeastern portion of the Rung Sat
Special Zone, The 4th Battalion, 39th Infantry and the 3d Squadron, 5th
Cavalry participated in this phase, Large amounts of arms and equipment
were captured, including 105 weapons, The final results of Operation
Coronado IV, which terminated on 9 September, included 101 enemy killed
in action, 148 detainees and 180 weapons captured or destroyed. Friendly
losses were 3 killed and 27 wounded in action, Some items worthy of note
in this successful operation are:

1 In the early and most successful stages of the
operation the Mobile Riverine Force operated in close coordination and
cooperation with a Vietnamese Brigade Task Force commanded by the Long
An Province Chief. The ARVN and RF Forces, operating harmoniously and
effectively under an ARVN headquarters, scored the first kills and cap-
tured the first weapons,

a Friendly forces achieved complete surprise.

3 After the initial contact the enemy dispersed
rapidly into widely separated locations,

(a) Operation Coronado V wah conducted in response to
intelligence indicating the presence of the 263d Main Force Battalion in
western Dinh Tuong Province, The Mobile Riverine Force acted in coordina-
tion and cooperation with the 10th Infantry Regiment (ARVN)o The opera-
tion was initiated on 12 September with riverine assaults in the Cam Son
area and the establishment o, a Fire Support Patrol Base near Cai Lay.
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ARVN forces established blocking positions to the north and west of the
area of operations. Heavy fighting occurred on the second day of the
operation when the 3d and 5th Battalions, 60th Infantry conducted search
and destroy operations east of the Cam Son landing site. Supported by
air strikes and artillery, the infantrymen aggressively pressed the attack.
The day long fight resulted in 128 Viet Cong killed and 21 captured. On
15 September the 3d Battalion, 60th Infantry and the 3d Battalion, 47th
Infantry moved to riverine assault objectives in the Ba Rai River against
strong opposition. Fighting through enemy strongpoints the 3d Battalion,
47th Infantry moved overland to blocking positions 4 kilometers south of
Cai Lay. At the same time the 2d Battalion, 60th Infantry was inserted
by helicopter to establish blocking positions southeast of Cai Lay. Sup-
ported by artillery and air strikes, the 3d Battalion, 60th Infantry then
drove against these blocks to an objective area southwest of Cai Lay.
The results of this engagement were 5 US killed and 101 wounded in action.
The enemy suffered 53 killed, On 16 September, 26 additional enemy dead
were located. During the five day battle US forces killed 213 Viet Cong
while friendly losses were 15 killed and 128 wounded. Operation Coronado
V was continued in Klen kioa Province, Air mobile and riverine operations
were conducted in Ham Long, Ciong Trom and Huong My Districts in close
coordination and cooperation with the 10th Infantry Regiment (ARVN) and
a composite RF Battalion. Sporadic contacts were made until the opera-
tion terminated on 8 October, Significant cumulative friendly losses
included 35 KIA (6 Navy), 175 WIA (65 Navy) (2 USMC)o Significant cumela-
tive enemy losses included 330 VC KIA, 235 detainees and 1 rallier.

(d) Operation Coronado VI was initiated by the 2d
Brigade on 11 October as a riverine search and destroy operation in the
Rung Sat Special Zone, The objective of the operation was to locate and
destroy Viet Cong units, installations and materiel in order to assist
in the protection of allied shipping channels in the Rung Sat Special
Zone. Little contact was encountered during the operation and on 20
October the operation was terminated,

te) Operation Coronado VII was initiated on 21 October
as a riverine search and destroy operation in southeastern Can Giuoc
District, Long An Province, Although few personnel and materiel losses
were inflicted on the enemy, much was accomplished by providing security
to the local populace from Viet Cong raids and acts of terrorism during
the Lover House elections of the Republic of Vietnam, Viet Cong actions
in the area were reduced to two minor contacts during the period of the
elections. The presence of US troops in the area was largely responsible
for the large turn out of voters. On 24 October the 2d Brigade shifted
its area of operations to southern Bien Hoa Province in an effort to
locate and destroy supply caches reported to be located on or near the
upper tributaries of the Thi Vai River. Sporadic contacts with the enemy
were made throughout the remainder of the reporting period and the opera-
tion terminated on 1 November. Enemy losses included 4 KIA and 11 de-
tainees. Friendly losses included 8 WIA.
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(5) Tong Le Chon: Shortly after midnight on 7 August the
Tong Le Chon Special Forces CIDG Camp came under heavy mortar and ground
attack. At approximately 0145 hours enemy forces penetrated the south
side of the camp perimeter but were repulsed by the defending troops with-
in 25 minutes. Despite friendly air strikes and artillery support, the
enemy agair assaulted the south and east wall of the camp at 0311 hours.
Heavy automatic weapons fire by the camp defenders and several effective
air strikes stopped the assault in less than an hour. At 041. hours the
enery again attacked the east walls, with one squad penetrating the
perimeter. This squad was eliminated by 0535 hours. The camp continued
to receive sporadic fire until 0830 hours. An estimated 450 mortar rounds
were fired at the camp and the assault was made by an estimated 2000
enemy from the 165th NVA Regiment. The defense was supported by counter-
mortar and counterartillery fire from Tong Le Chon, 175mm artillery from
Quan Loi, 48 tactical air sorties, 2 light fire teams, 2 AC-47 flare
ships and B-52 air strikes° During the day the camp was reinforced by
four Mobile Strike Force Companies, the lst Battalion, 2d Infantry and
the let Battalion, 28th Infantry. The reinforcing units made only sporadic
contacts. Friendly losses during the Tong Le Chon defense were 3 US
wounded, 25 CIDG killed, 14 CIDG missing and 90 CIDG wounded in action.
Enemy losses included 152 killed in action, 1 prisoner and 50 weapons cap-
tured.

c. Operations in Support of Revolutionary Development:

(1) Military operations in support qf revolutionary develop-
ment continued to receive increased emphasis during the reporting period.
The principal objective of these operations was to provide a secure
environment in the areas surrounding the area undergoing revolutionary
development, ARVN forces continued to provide close in security for the
revolutionary development effort, Particular emphasis was placed on road
and bridge repair and jungle clearing operations along major routes and
near population centers. Examples of major revolutionary development
operations that continued to have a significant impact on operations in
the III CTZ were Lam Son 67, Enterprise and Fairfax.

(2) Op Lam Son 67, initiated on 8 February 1967, continued
through the reporting period. The 2d Brigade, let Infantry Division in
close coordination with elements of the 5th and 18th Infantry Divisions
(ARVN) continued actions to improve the secure environment of the heavily
populated Binh Duong Province. Operations conducted in the Ong Dong
Jungle from 20 July until 13 August resulted in the clearing of over
7,000 acres of jungle thus neutralizing a major Viet Cong sanctuary and
denying the enemy the use of one of his most frequently used routes to
and from War Zone D. In addition to the military benefits, the loeal
population benefited from the additional cleared land which is now avail-
able for agricultural use. On 16 August the Lam Son 67 operation was
moved to Highway 13. Clearing operations then commenced between Phu
Cuong and Ben Cat, terminating on 10 September. Over 24,000 acres of
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jungle were cleared resulting in improved security on the highway and
adjacent areas and a corresponding increase in the volume of civilian
traffic indicating that more goods are reaching civilian markets. Opera-
tion Lam Son 67 continues.

(3) Operation Enterprise, initiated on 13 February 1967,
by the 3d Brigade, 9th Infantry Division continued in Long An Province.
Search and destroy, cordon and search, saturation patrolling and eagle
flight operations maintained constant pressure on the Viet Cong. Night
operations, including night air mobile insertions, received increased
emphasis. Contacts with Viet Cong units of company size have been reduced
significantly indicating a continuing reluctance by the enemy to engage
US forces.

(4) Significant indications of progress of the revolutionary
development effort in the area included an increase in commercial activity
and a general resurgence of normal life by the residents of the area. Com-
mercial activity was enhanced by the repair of bridges and the subsequent
reopening of roads in the area thus facilitating access to the major
markets. The constant presence of the troops in the area has provided the
inhabitants with actual as well as psychological security thus allowing
a resurgence of normal life. In Rach Kien District, Long An Province,
the scope of US military pacification operations was reduced with ARVN
forces assuming increased responsibilities.

(5) Operation Fairfax, initiated on 1 December 1966 con-
tinued with the 199th Infantry Brigade (Separate) (Light) and the 5th
Ranger Group (ARVN) conducting operations in Gia Dinh Province and the
border districts of neighboring provinces. Combined operations in sup-
port of revolutionary development were conducted throughout most of the
reporting period until 25 September. On that day the US and ARVN units
began conduct.Lng unilateral operations. This precedes the future planned
relocation of American units from Gia Dinh to areas outside the National
Priority Area. Enemy movement and resupply activities throughout the
area of operations have been restricted and reduced by the extensive use
of search and destroy, cordon and search operations, night ambushes and
road and water checkpoints. The construction of two fortified patrol
bases in the Ly Van Manh area and Thu Duc District has denied the Viet
Cong the use of two base camps and interdicted known enemy resupply routes
and lines of comunication. Operation Fairfax continues,

d. Operations in Support of National Elections: A major ac-
complishmant was planning for and conducting operation. in support of the
Vietnamese National elections held on 3 September. Actions taken were
within the scope of current missions and available resources. They were
oriented toward providing massive assistance and support in response to
specific requests made by CG III CTZ and RVN Province and District chiefs.
In some cases, units were relocated to areas which differed from their
mormal area of operations. For example, the lot Battalion, 27th Infantry
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Division was displaced west of the Oriental River approximately 10
kilometers south of Tay Ninh at the request of the Commanding General,
25th Infantry Division (ARVN). It conducted search and destroy opera-
tions near Ap Chuoi Nuoc•, a district town seldom secured by government
forces. Other operations involved positioning forces for reinforcing and
supporting ARVN and other agencies. Major efforts were directed at
keeping principal land routes open, operating in populated areas against
local forces and Viet Cong infrastructure, and continuing military action
against VC/NVA forces and installations. In all operations the US
presence was as inconspicuous as possible, with ARVN forces working close
to and around the polling places and US forces providing distant security.
The success of these operations is evidenced by the relatively low rate
of incidents and the 8W1 participation of eligible voters in the National
elections, Maintaining free access to the polling places was considered
the most important contribution US forces could make to successful national
elections.

e. Jungle Clearing Operations0

(1) With the arrival of Rome Plow equipped jungle clearing
teams in Julyý a new phase of VC base area denial started in III Corps
Tactical Zone. Using these teams in ccmjunction with combat operations,
large areas of jungle and forest halve been destroyed. Extensive jungle
clearing was conducted during operations such as Lam Son 67, Ainslie,
Barking Sands, the Akron series and the Emporia series. Jungle clearing
has improved base security by denying covered and concealed avenues of
approach into base camp areas. Fields of fire have been cleared, thus
improving the combat effectiveness of weapons on the outer perimeter.
It has also extended observation capabilities of security personnel and
facilitated patrolling0 These operations are a vital adjunct to the
continuing program to improve base camp defense from rocket and mortar
attack0

(2) In the 1st Infantry Division area jungle clearing opera-
tions along Highway 13 from Phu Cuong to Ben Cat and from Di An to Phu
Cuong have been a major factor in upgrading the security condition of this
primary north-south route to green status and permitting travel with
minimu•n security during daylight hours0  Selected jungle clearing from
Lai Khe to An Lcc - Quan Loi and from Ben Cat to Phuoc Vinh has facilitated
the opening of these routes0 The Emporia series of jungle clearing
operations conducted by the 9th Infantry Division along Highways 1, 2, 15
and 20 has facilitated the rapid movement of reaction forces to threatened
areas and has made the routes more secure for logistical convoys. Within
the cleared areas road runner operations have been conducted without in-
cident. The clearing operations conducted in the Filhol Plantation and
Ho Bo Woods by the 25th Infantry Division and in the Ong bong Jungle by
the Ist Infantry Division have denied previously secure base areas to the
Viet Cong and required them to abandon established lines of communication
for less desirable routes.
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(3) Jungle and forest areas are cleared 100 to 300 meters
back from each side of the road to destroy possible ambush sites. Local
forces are then positioned to prevent enemy interdiction. This land
clearing effort in conjunction with search and destroy operations has
resulted in expanded Government of Vietnam controlq elimination or
significant reduction of Viet Cong tax collection efforts, improved re-
sources control, reestablishment of commercial activities, and further
restriction of enemy movement.

f. OPERATION SHhNANDOAH.

(i) On 29 September the 1st Infantry Division launched
Operation SHENANDOAH II, a two-pronged operation by the Division's 1st
and 3d Brigades comb-ning search and destroy missions with road clearing
and improvement. SHENANDOAH II initially covered an area from slightly
south of Lai Khe., north approximately 18 miles and west to the edge of
the Michelin Rubber Plantation, with the 3d Brigade's operational area
being in the lower half of this area and the 1st Brigade operating in
the upper half.. The area of operation was expanded later to include the
Loc Ninh area. The operation began with the lst Brigade's 1st Battalion,
2d Infantry (M) conducting search and destroy missions approximately 12
miles north of lei Khe. The 3d Brigade entered the operation with the
mission of securing. clearinf and pushing back the jungle for 100 yeards
along Highway 240, which runs from. the village of Ben Cat, just south of
Lai Khe, to the edge of the Michelin Rubber Plantation. Rome Plows from
the 27th Land Clearing Platoon of the 168th hhgineer Battalion began the
jungle clearing task,, The road was to be cleared and improved for use
by US traffic and the jungle pushed back to reduce the hazard of snipers
and provide an area for helicopters to land an assault force anywhere
along the highway. Initially9 enemy forces in the area avoided a major
engagement. Then, at 0735 hours on 4 October the lst Battalion, 2d
Infantry (1) was attacked by an unknown size enemy force approximately
10 kilometers southwast of Chon Thanh. Friendly forces were supported
by air strikes and artillery until contact was broken at 1100 hours.
During the 32- hour battle the enemy lost 12 killed. Friendly losses
were 4 killed and 27 wounded. In reaction to the attack the 1st Batta-
lion, 18th Infantry moved to Chon Thanh and then. conducted an air assault

approximately 11 kilometers southwest of Chon Thanh. West of the landing
zone, the battalion found a base carmp which contaiimed a large nunber of
bunkers. Air strikes were placed on the area resulting in 19 enemy killed
in action. In the same general area a Light Fire Team engaged and killed
12 enemy. By the end of the Jay's operations, the enemy had lost 43
killed in action.

(2) At 1435 hours on 6 October, the let Battalion, 18th
Infantry while operating in the vicinity of the 4 October contact began
receiving mortar fire. Sporadic mortar fire, small arms fire and auto-
matic weapons fire continued until 1954 hours. At 2317 hours the batta-
lion received mortar fire followed by a ground attack from an unknown
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size eneny force. The attack was repulsed at 2334 hours. The enemy left
1 of his dead on the battlefield; however, a search of the area the fol-
lowing day revealed an additional 24 enemy dead. On 27 October a rallier
received by the battalion stated that he was with the unit that made the
attack and that 59 members of his unit were killed. Friendly losses were
2 killed and 8 wounded.

(3) The next major engagement occurred at 1008 hours 11
October when Company B, Ist Battalion, 18th Infantry engaged an estimated
100-150 enemy approximately 31 kilometers west of Highway 13. The enemy
fired from both ground and tree positions. When the enemy broke contact
at 1045 hours, he left behind 21 of his dead. Friendly losses were 1
killed and 4 wunded.

(4) At 0952 hours on 17 October A Company, 2d Battalion,
28th infantry, while conducting search and destroy operations 14 kilo-
meters southwest of Chon Thanh received a heavy volume of small arms and
automatic weapons I' e from an estimated enemy regiment. Friendly
farces were suppo. - by artillery, mortars and air strikes. Sporadic
enemy fire continue- throughout the afternoon. Final results of the
cntact were 106 enemy killed. Friendly losses were 57 killed and 75
wounded.

(5) Operation SHENANDOAH It was highlighted during the
reporting period by battles that occurred in and around the Loc Ninh
area during the period 29 .- 31- O4t. Prior to the attack on 29 October
1967,. the defenders at the District town of Loc Ninh (XU732108) consisted
of elements of 2 South Vietnamese RF companies and I RF platoon and two
American NCO advisors; additionally, one kilometer south was a South
Vietnamese Special Forces camp (XU731081) with three companies (350 men)
and six US Special Forces advisors. At 0115 hours the 273d Main Force
Regiment (estimated strength of 1500) commenced a mortar and RPG-2
rocket attack on the district headquarters compound (XU733088) along
with heavy ground fire into the defenders position. Some 100 rounds
of mortar fire and intense ground fires were also directed into the
Special Forces camp as two battalions of the main force regiment made
a ground attack at both locations. At 0220 hours this numerically super-
ior force penetrated the northern half of the district compound perimeter
and engaged the hegional Force positions in bunker to bunker fighting.

(6) The District Chief stayed at his command post alcng
with one of his US NCO advisors and one squad. The Regional Force
units were forced to make a fighting withdrawal to firing positions in
the southern half of the compound area, leaving the District Command
bunker exposed. The District Chief continued to direct artillery fire
and air strikes on the attackers and called for artillery fire on his
own position. With such tactics, the enemy was held at bay until day-
light when reinforcements arrived.
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(7) The 5th ARVN Division responded to the enemy attack
"immediately. *Jithin a few minutes the 5th Division Reconnaissance Company
and the 5th Division G2 Recondo Company from Phu Loi had been alerted
to deploy to the battle area at first light. Arriving by 0900 hours,
these two units along with two CIDG companies from the Special Forces
carhop who had been in contact since 0700 hours quickly organized and
excuted a counterattack to regain the northern part of the subsector
compound..

(8) Directing this successful counterattack was the
Province Chief who had arrived from Hon Quan, the province capital. He
was accompanied by the Province Senior Military Advisor and by the 5th
Division G5 Advisor. The battle in the compound raged until 1100 hours
before the ene!my was finally beaten. The compound was totally cleared
of enemy elements by 1305 hours.

(9) During the clearing of the subsector compound, it
was found that the Viet Cong had barricaded themselve in the bunkers
on the north end and it was necessary to blast them out. Not knowing
which of these right contain friendly holdouts or wounded and to insure
the safety of his own men, the Commanding General, 5th ARVN Division,
who had arrived at the compound shortly after daylight, ordered three
men teams to cover each other and check each bunker, placing a makeshift
white flag in the ports of those which were empty or contained friendly
troops. Utilizing 90am recoilless rifle teams borrowed from a US 1st
Infantry Division Company, other teams destroyed four to five bunkers
in which VC were firmly entrenched. This feat was accomplished without
loss of a man and attests to the resourcefulness of the division commander.
It is noteworthy that the GVN flag, atop a tower in the south end of the
compound, was never struck during the battle of Loc Ninh, contrary to
some reports that the VC had replaced it with one of teir own. After
the district compound was cleared, the clearing of close in surrounding
areas was initiated by predominantly ARVN forces. By 1515 hours ARVN
forces were in control of the surrounding area; there was no further
contact in the village. Other action occurred outside of Loc Ninh.
At 0855 hours, a CIDG Company, which had been conducting operations
"northwest of Loc 1iinh since 27 October had a 10 minute contact with enemy
forces retreating westward from Loc Ninh. This contact forced an estimated
enemy company into blocking positions maintained by the US 1st Battalion,
18th Infantry. At 1208 hours, this battalion engaged the ernemy force
for approximately one hour. Meanwhile other reinforcements had continued
to arrive throughout the day until there were 2 US Infantry Companies
and 2 US Artillery Batteries in a fire support patrol base at Loc Ninh
airstrip in addition to lst Battalion,m8th Infantry in blocking positions
4 kilometers to the west of the village. The ARVN 2d Battalion, 9th Infan-
try closed at 1835 hours and deployed in and around the subsector compound.
During the day, 7 tactical air strikes (16 sorties) (center of area XU7115)
were flown. There was one B-52 strike (9 aircraft) (center of t.rget box
XU662122) and 611 artillery rounds were expended. There were 8 friendly
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killed and 52 wounded. Known enemy casualties were 160 killed.

(10) The 30th of October was a comparatively quiet day.
There was no reported ene::,y activity in the village. At 0437 hours, the
US 1st Battalion, 18th Infantry made sporadic contact 4 kilometers west
of the village,. The ARVN, CIDG and RF uiiits continued repairing their
darnaged fortifications ard resumed normal patrol activity. At 1230 hours,
Company C, US 1st Battalion, 18th Infantry commenced a 3ý- hour contact
with an estimated enemy company 4 kilometers west of Loc Ninho Company
A, ist Battalion, 18th Infantry PS) and one CIDG Company reinforced. At
1815 hours, a reconnaissance patrol, 2d Battalion, 9th Infantry, (ARVN)
contacted an unknown number of eneny 300 meters west of the air strip.
After a brief fire ý'ight, axtille-y and air ,trikes were called in.
Contact was brohen and the patrol returned to the subsector compound with-
out ca:sualties. At the same time Loc Ninh compound received 6-8 rounds
of 82mm mortar fire. There were no farther incidents. Throughout the day
there were 12 air strikes (26 so-,tics) (center of area XU6909), 1 B52
strike (center of target box XUJ86236) (6 aircraft) and 2326 rounds of
artillery were ex•endc'., T;cre .,'re 4 friendly KIA, 5 WIA and 85 enemy
KIA.

(11) At 0050 hour.s on 3! October elements of the 272d
and 273d VC Regimaents begarn atta'nir;b the subsector and SF Compounds with
a heavy volurme of mortar and s.-2 axri.s fire,. By 0057 hours an armed
C47 aircraft and a li,;ht fire team (LFT) welre enroute to support the
defenders. Mortar and smala -ars fire continued to incrrese in intensity.
The C47 arrived on station just as the Special Forces Compound and US
1st Infiýntry Division fire support base at the south end of the air strip
came under attack. At 0220 hours after receiving heavy small arms fire,
the artillery ey:•ployed direct-fire high e~qlosive anmunition down the
runway into the advancing enemy. Meanwhile, tactical aircraft arrived
on station and engaged the attacking enemy forces. At 0407 hours District
Headquarters reported that enery forces wre still attacking across the
airfield and that artillery was continuing to fire (direct fire) high
explosive arnunition at the enry,. At 0450 hours heavy contact was reported
at the district command post at the north end of the air strip. Enemy
forces were firinc 75ma recoilless rifles and .50 cal mtachine guns at the
defenders. At 0505 hours the enemy forces launched their heaviest ground
assault of the day against the District Headquarters from the west, north
and south. The main attack came from the north. The subsector compound
defencders repulsed the enemy who employed human wave attacks. Withering
fire by the defender- either killed or forced the enemy from the compound
by 0530 hours after five separate ground attacks. However, the fire fight
continued and by 0630 hours the defenders inside the compound were running
low on ammunition. A resupply helicopter arrived as the enemy started to
break contact and retreat. By 0700 hours the enemy had been cleared from
the area around district headquarters and the Special Forces camp. At
1245 hours the 1st Battalion, 28th Infantry JS)conducted an air assault
vic XU761070 (4 kilometers SE of Loc Ninh). At 1600 hours the Commanding
General ARMI 5th Division moved bis forward comirand post to An Loc (XT7688)
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and placed his Deputy Division Commander in command of all South Vietnamese
forces in the aea. In support of this day's operations there were 24
air strikes (53 sorties) (,enter of area XU7606), 7 combat sky spots
(radar controlled bomb strikes) and 1 B52 strike (9 aircraft) (center of
target box XT572996). 2220 rounds of artillery amunition were expended.
9 friendly forces were killed and 56 were wounded. Known enemy casualties
were 126 killed. During the first three days of fighting for the town
of Loc Ninh (29-31 October) the enemy lost 371 killed. Friendly losses
were 21 killed in action an(i 113 wounded in action. Friendly forces were
supported by 3 B52 strikes, 43 air strikes, 7 combat sky spots and 5157
rounds of artillery were expended. The Loc Ninh battle continues.

g. Operation Akron III, initiated on 26 September by the 3d
Sctuadron, 5th Cavalry under operational control of the 1st Brigade,
9th Infantry Division9 began as a jungle clearing operation in Phuoc
Tuy Province. Major objectives of the operation were to locate and
destroy VC/NVA forces and installations located in former Base Area
303 and to clear trails throughout the area of operation thereby provid-
inr ready access to, and aerial surveillance of, the area. The initial
operation was commenced by the 3d Squadron, 5th Cavalry. The task or-
ganization wa:3 expanded later to include the 4th Battalion, 39th Infantry,
Company B, 2d Battalion, 47th Infantry (M)1 52d Ranger Battalion (ARVN)
and 2/48th Infantry Battalion (ARVN). Contact with the enemy was light
and sporadic throufhout the operation; however, vast amounts of weapons,
ai.nunition and supplies were discovered. On 8 October while cutting
through the thick underbrush and towering trees near the borders of
Bien Hoa, Phuoc Tuy and Long Khanh Provinces, Rome Plows uncovered a fresh
dirt trail. A patrol from Company B, 2d Battalion, 47th Infantry (M)
along writh elements of Troop B.i 3d Squadron, 5th Cavalry was sent to
investigate. The investigation disclosed a bunker complex containing
34 individual, and crew served weapons. A detailed search of the area
revealed additional bunkers. The operation developed into a tunnel-by-
tunnel search of the area resulting in additional bunkers found and docu-
ments, amunitions and weapons captured. The final result was the largest
known weapons cache discovered in the III CTZ to date, including 1022 small
arms and 125 crew served weapons captured and over 205,000 rounds of small
arms ammunition, 3259 rounds of crew served arimunition and 3638 grenades
captured or destroyed. 0_eration Akron III terminated on 21 October.

h. Operation Ainslie, a concurrent resettlement and search and
destroy operation was conducted by the 1st Australian Task Force from
31 Aui4ust to 21 September. Operations Portsea and Paddington, conducted
previously, hal effectively countered Viet Cong resupply and maintenance
systems in the area south of the May Tao base area and hcd kept Viet Cong
main forces and provincial units away from the main population base. How-
ever, supplies continued to be routed through the area north of Duc Thanh,
known as "Slope 30", in ever increasing quantities. The .,ea was under
strong Viet Cog,: influence and was a traditional crossi, 3 int from the
Hat Dich to the Tom Do ard IMary Tao Base areas. The -enrve of a hostile
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group of civilians in the area also restricted fire support reaction in
the area. The o)eration was conducted in four phases:

(i) Phase I was the construction of the resettlement hamlet
3 kilometers north of Nui Dat.

(2) Phase II was deployment of 1st Australian Task Force
units, the establishment of a fire support patrol base west of Binh Gia,
commencement of engineer clearance of Route 2 and census taking and
evacuation of civilians located iithin the area of operations.

(3) Phase III was continuation of route clearance and
resettlement. As arazis were evacuated by the local civilians, houses,
crops., and other inscallations were razed and destroyed.

(4) Phase IV consisted of continued search and destroy
operations. Throughout the operation the Viet Cong were unwilling or
unable to react in any strength. Contacts were usually with small
scattered groups of the ea -y atteiiptiný; to escape. One of the most
successful aspects of the operation was the resettlement phase. This
was the first major resettlement program. undertaken by the 1st Australian
Task Force and many valuable lessons were learned.

(5) The most relevant of these were:

(a) It is essential that the preparation of the
resettlement hamlet be well advanced (if not complete) by the time the
actual evacuation operation commences .

(b) Security of the resettlement hamlet (and the
intention to resettle) must be carefully maintained.

(c) An accurate census of all areas in the resettle-
ment zone must be conducted as an initial phase of the operation.

(d) Provision should be made for persons absent during
the operation to be resettled in the hamlet,

(e) Special assistance should be afforded those fami-

lies without males of responsible ame. This aspect was much appreciated
by the Vietnamese.

Operation Ainslie was a highly successful operation.
The resulting loss of log-istic backup from the "Slope 30" area and the
mounting pressure by allied forces combined to uecrease the value of
the Hat Dich as a secure Viut Cong base. An additional advantage of
the operation is that Roate 2 from Black Horse to Nui Dat is much more
secure from significant enemy action. When the operation terminated
on 21 September, significant enemy losses included 22 KIA, 10 individual
weapons captured, 1 individual wea'-ons and one crew served weapon destroyed.
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Friendly losses were 1 KIA and 2 WIA.

i. Force Structure and Training

(1) Force Structure

(a) The 2d Squadron, 1lth Armored Cavalry Regiment
and Company C, 2d Battalion, 34th Armor deployed to II FFORCEV from I
FFORCEV on 24 Oct and 25 Oct respectively.

(b) The following additional forces deployed to II
FFORCEV.

1. The 25th Aviation Company (CORPS) was assigned

to 1st Aviation Brigade on 24 Oct and attached to the 12th Aviation Group
on 25 Oct.

_2. The 3d Squadron, 17 Air Cavalry was assigned
to 12th Aviation Group on 31 Oct 67.

.. The Royal Thailand Army Volunteer Regiment
became OPCON to the 9th Infantry Division on 22 September 1967.

J. The 195th Assault Helicopter Company (AHC)
was assigned to the 12th Aviation Group on 31 Oct 67.

a. The 17th AHC was assigned to the 12th Avia-
tion Group on 5 Oct 67.

6. The 135th AHC was assigned to the 12th Avia-
tion Group on 6 Oct 67.

7. The 242d Assault Support Helicopter Company
was assigned to 12th Aviation Group on 15 Aug 67.

8. The 190th AHC was assigned to the 12th Avia-
tion Oroup on 5 Aug 67.

(c) The 2d Battalion, 34th Armor (-) formerly attached
to II MFORCEV deployed to Tay Ninh and reverted to operational control
of the 25th Infantry Division on 20 Sep 67.

(d) II FFORCEV acquired a long range reconnaissance
company in September. The II FFORCEV LRP Co was activated and assigned
to II FFORCEV effective 25 Sep 67. The unit designation is Company F,
51st Infantry (Long Range Patrol). The company is organized into a
headquarters and four patrol platoons. Training started on 8 Oct to
permit each patrol member to receive two weeks training at the MCOV
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Recondo School in Nha Trang by 2 December. It is expected that the

company will be fully operational in December.

(2) Training

(a) Regional Force Company Training Team (REFCOTT):
The 1st Infantry Division began training of the newly formed 969th
Regional Force Company Training Team on 10 July 1967. The REFCOTT will
conduct 17 weeks of basic and advanced training at the 5th ARVN Division
training center (PHU VAM). Upon completion of formal training the EEFCOTT
will return with the RF Company to its home station (Xoc Xiem) near Quan
Loi for additional trainini Completion date is the lst Quarter, FY 68
or as soon as the company .s ready to conduct independent operations.

(b) RECONDO school: Recondo School training for
Division/Separate Brigade LRP candidates has been suspended during the
period 8 Oct - 2 Dec to allow for the training of the Field Force LRP
Companies.

j. ACTIONS TO DIPROVE ARVN/RF/PF EFFECTIVENESS:

(1) The RVNAF continued its upward trend in training and
operational effectiveness. Ineffective officer leadership was a target
for corrective action. An example of this was the relief by the III Corps
Cummander of the Battalion Commander, 3d Battalion, 9th Infantry (ARVN)
for failure to assist an RD Cadre team in Phuoc Long Province on 27
August when it came under attack by the enemy. Due to an expanding
8ystem of District Operations and Intelligence Coordinating Centers
(=4CC) there was a measurable increase in hard intelligence on the Viet
m civil and military infrastructure. As of the end of October there

were 31 operational DOICC in the III CTZ contributing to the identification
aud destruction of the VC infrastructure.

(2) Fifty-three advisory teams were requested for Regional
and Puaular Forces (RF/PF)in support of revolutionary development. As an
interim measure pending the arrival of additional advisors, US combat units
provided twenty Mobile Advisory Teams (MAT) to nine provinces which were
considered the most critical areas for revolutionary development effort.
MT are under the operational control of the Senior Province Advisor for
the purpose of training RF/PF in the use of weapons and communications
equipment, requesting fire support and basic infantry tactics.

Unit

Providing Team Number of Teams Province

lot Inf Div 3 Binh Duong

1 Bien Hoa
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Unit
Providing Team Number of Teams Province

1 Binh Long

1 Gia Dinh

9th Inf Div 1 Bien oa

1 Binh Tuy

2 Long An

2 Long Khanh

25th Inf Div 2 Hau Nghia

3 Tay Ninh

199th Inf Bde 3 Gia Dinh

The teams are assigned by and come under operational control of the Senior
Province Advisor for the purpose of training RF/PF in use of weapons and
communication equipment, requesting of fire support and basic infantry
tactics.

(3) The AFYN revolutionary development program has now
trained 40 to 46 battalions. Seven battalions have completed the combined
battalion refresher training program conducted by US Brigades and ten
are presently in training. About one-half of all Popular Force platoons
have now completed the motivation and indoctrination program training
in III CTZ. This program should increase the understanding and the
effectiveness of these forces. The effectiveness of ARVN forces was
successfully demonstrated on several occasions.

(4) On 27 October the 88th NVA Regiment attacked the 3d
Battalion, 9th ARVU Regiment south of Song Be and was repulsed with
heavy personnel and equipment losses (the kill ratio exceeded 20:1).
Between 29-31 October a series of determined mortar and ground attacks
was directed against L0C NINH. A combined force consisting of elements
of the lt Infantry Division, 5th ARVN Division and CIDG reacted to
assist the Regional Farce personnel in repulsing these attacks. Heavy
contact resulted on several occasions and severe losses were inflicted
on the enemy. 371 Viet Cong had been killed as of 31 October (the
engagement continued into November). RVNAF operational effectiveness
in III CTZ continues to increase.
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5. (C) LOGISTICS AND TRSPOBRTATION

a. logistics s -, has been adequate to support the inssicn.
Copany F, 51st Infantry (kIP) was activated on short notice. The con-
pany received its essential equipment through extraordinary efforts of
all. concerned in the supply syston.

(I) Due to heany usage in jungle clearing operations, a
high deadline rate whk encountered with the DWE tractor. This head-
quarters recommended to USART that a mmintemme float of W7E tractors
be made available to the direct support units supporting the land clear-
ing tem. This recoedation was approved by USARV and the maintenance
float bas been ortablished. land clearing operations will now be ao-
complished mare expeditiously.

(2) Requirints for- USAF Tactical Airlift support con-
tinned to increase. This is due. to an increave in operations in areas
which currently can- only be supported br an air Line of Comunication
(LOC). Tactical airlift support was adequate to support operations.
When planned operations to open road LOC are initiated, this should re-
duce the USAF tactical airlift requirments.

b. Condition of primary land LOC as of 31 October 1967.

(1) For the purpose of this report, the following terms on
condition of land LOG are definod.

(a) Condtion I: The route is capable of carrying up
to Class 50 loads (all division loads).

(b) Condition II: Up to Class 35 loads (the majority
of logistical transport e.g.o 5000-gallon POL tankers).

(c) Condition III: Up to Class 16 loads (Armored Per-
sonnel Carriers and 2j ton trucks).

(d) Couditisn Tj Can carry only light civilian traf-

fic; therefore, it is open only to light reconnaissance vehicles.

(e) Cmortiow Vt Closed to all traffic.

(2) Route QL-L.

(a) Cambodian Border (nT2842) to Go Dau Ha (1T382250),
lowest bridge capacity, Class 12, route condition III.

(b) Go Dan Ha (1T382250) to Cu Chi (1T62812.6), lowest
bridge capacity, Class 50, route condition I.
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(c) Cu Chi (1T628126) to Saigon (XT793942), lowest
bridge capacity; Class 60, route condition I.

(d) Saigon (XT793942) to RJ 316 (YT072130), lowest
bridge capacity, Class 40, route condition II.

(e) RJ 316 (YT072130) to (1T697026), lowest bridge
capacity, Class 45, route condition II.

(f) YT697026 to III CTZ Boundary (ZT180014), bridge
destroyed, route condition V.

(3) Route QL-4.

(a) RJ QL-I (XS845914) to (1S423490), lowest bridge
capacity, Class 50, route condition I.

(b) LS423490 to Tieng Giang River (WS985357), lowest
bridge capacity, Class 15, route condition III.

(4) Route Qko13.

(a) RJ QL4 (1579971) to Hon QLM (1T755885), lowest
bridge capacity, Class 40, route condition II.

(b) Hon Quan (17755885) to Cambodian Border (1U683233).,
lowest bridge capacity, Class 15, route condition III.

(5) Route QJ,-U.

(a) Dong Xoai (YT079759) to blown bridge at (TT165820)
repair easy w/fill, lowest bridge capacity, Class 30, route condition II.
Condition will continue until the road is opened by tactical forces and
repairs can be made.

(b) Route condition II continues to the damaged bridge
at YU303010. From YU303010 to the II - III CTZ Boundary (YU590176) the
road is accessible from II CTZ, lowest bridge capacity, Class 30, route
condition II.

(6) Route 0.-15.

(a) Men Hoa (17002114) to Baria (3S 607), lowest
bridge eapacity, Class 50, route condition I.

(b) Baia (YSo•0607) to Yung Tau (s274444), lowest
bridge capacity, Class 12, route cond'1tion IV.

(7) Route QL-20.
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(a) RJ QL-1 (IT343101) to bidge at YT537356, lowest
bridge capacity, Claw 37, rnte IondItion II.

(b) Bridge at (!T537336) to III CTZ Boimdai (IT763572),
lovest bridge capacity, Class 25, route condition III.

(8) Route Qj2-2.

(a) Go Dan Ha (1T387251) to (rT9764), lowest bridge
capacity, Class 50, route condition I.

(b) IT097764 to Cambodian Border (T07?4896) with AVLB
abutments prepared at XT097764, route condition V; with AVLB, route condi-
tion I.

(9) Route LTL 16.

BMen Ha (YT0021f4) to RJ LTL 1A (XT887373), lowest
bridge capacity, Class 50 route condition I.

(10) Route LTL 1A.

(a) RJ LTL 16 (1T887373) to XT995588, lowest bridge
capacity, Class 50, route condition I.

(b) XT95588 to RJ 311 (Y0133062), bridge destroyed,
route condition V.

(c) RJ ý2. (133062) to NJ QL-1A (X0960221), bridge-
destroyed, route condition V.

(II) Route LTL 2.

RJ (YT437045) to Baria (YS380607), lowest bridge capa-
city, Class 60, route condition I.

(12) Route LTL 5A.

Saigon (=S816890) to Cau Noi Ferry, (1S786568), lowest
bridge capacity, Class 16, route condition III.

(13) Route LTL 23.

Ba.ia (153067) to Xuymn Moo (13657687), lowest bridge
capacity, Class 50, route condition I.

(14) Route TL 9A and LTL 10.

Saigon (IS790890) to Bao Trai (W052604), lowest bridge
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capacity, Class 50, route classification I.

(15) Route 333 - 334 - M3.
RJ QL 1 (YT630085) to Tan Lnh (MT935262), lowest bridge

capacitt, Clam 25, route classification III.

(16) Route WL 26 and 239.

Tay linh (IT25950o) to Den Tieag (rT49o460), lowest
bridge eapacity, Clais 50, route classification I.

c. Maintenswee and repair progrmmed.

(1) Surface mintenance, drainage repair and reconstruction
are in progress on the following routes: Q•I 1, QL 15, Q0 22, QI. 13, LTL
IA, 240, TL 10, TL 8A, LTL 18. Repair consists of reworking rutted sur-
faces, filling holes, patching paement and repairing drainage structures.

(2) In addition to improving land LOG in support of tactical
operations an increasing amount of engineer effort is being placed on
permanent -- abilitation of major LOC to include replacement of tantical
bridging .- ?ermanent bridges.

6. (C) REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT (RD):

a. During the reporting period there has been rlaw, but steady
progress in the Revolutimoary Development program in th& III CTZ. During
the quarter 39 Reel New Life Hawlets, 8 Pacification Hamlets and 12 Con-
svlidated Hamlets with a population of 86#828 were completed. As of 31
October a total of 56 Real New Life Hamlets, 10 Pacification Hamlets and
13 Consolidated Hamlets with a population of 114,589 have been completed.
In addition a total of 48 Real New Life Hamlets, 11 Pacification Hamlets
and 24 Consolidated Hamlets with a population of 105,706 are undergoing
development.

b. me. reaction to the , agram has shown a marked increase in
mu unit ambushs and harassing fires. In September the number of inci-
dents recorded reached 280, a 50% increase over August and increased to
350 in October. humy activity has seriously disrupted the program in
Phnoc lng d Banh Long Provinces. A portion of this increase of VC acti-
vity my be attributed to attempts to disrupt national elections and the
beginning of the dry season campaign may explain the additional increase.
It is expected, however, that attacks of this type directed at individual.
and mll its will continue to increrase as the enem loses his capabi-
lity for large unit operations.

c. Security precautions were sufficient to prevent ano dis-
ruption of the national elections. In spite of enew propaguda, threats,
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interdictdin of roads ad selline of polling places, 82% of those re-
gistered voted in the presidential-natorial elections and 69% voted.in4 the lower house elections in III CTZ less Saigon. Protection of these
officials presents a difficult probleu only partially alleviated by the

* issuance of weapons to thom.

d. Initiation of rat control programs in two provinces, the
training of 81 zihdiivs ad 31 rural health workers, the issuance of 25
aw'irgency vehicles and the contraeting for the construction of two 100-
bed hospitals and the renovation of three others have improved the Public
Health Situation. Agricultural progress is noted in the areas of seed
multiplication of IR-8 rice, the organization of new cooperatives and the
hiring of home economics agents to serve new areas. Public Works pro-
jects are hampered for the lack of a provincial maintenance capability re-
sulting in an estimated 50% of the equipment being deadlined. With an im-
mediate requirement for 60 wells. the six well1drilling rigs are each
averaging one producing wall per month. Comuity Development, through
self-help, has reached 54% of its 1967 funded project goal, with provin-
cial self-help ceitees- functiouing in nine of the twelve provinces.

e. Nearly $6.00, worth of VIS equipnt has recently been is-
sued to province offices to fill shortages. The public television pro-
gram has placed 323 note, at approved locations, of the 620 sets allocated
to MI CTZ. Circulaticn of the provincial newspapers averages one per
25 inhabitants and the province.district weekly newsletter circulation
has reached one per 21 inhabitants with a goal of l:10.

f. With an increase in enea activity during the last month of
the period, the movement of refugees within III CTZ increased. As a re-
suit of the attack on Ioo Ninh, approximately 500 families, totaling 3000
persons, have been tenporarily quartered pending retwti to their homes or
movement to a teoporary refugee camp if necessary. Pre-planning has com-
menced and action is now under way for the construction of a refugee re-
settlement camp of 500 houses in Binh Duong Province. During September,
a new refugee camp was opened in Phuoc Tuy Province with 216 families
in residence.

g. The Chieu Hoi Program continues -0 progress with the returnee
rate mare than doubling the 1966 rate - 511 in August, 369 in September
and 423 in October. The annual pattern of decline was reversed somewhat
in October partially due to an intensified camnaign, Operation Doi Moi,
in Hau Ngh:a and Binh Donug Provinces° To date $VN2,150,000 of a three
million piaster emagency construction fund to support this effort has4 been or is being used.

h. EIghty-aix RD cadre teams have been recruited of which M
are operational and 14 are in training. In addition, 12 Montagnard RD
teams are operational. In direct support of these teams are 17 ARVN
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Battalions; 37 Regi.ml Force Companies and 7 RF Platoons; and 64 Popular
Force Platoons and 24 PF Squads. There are now a total of 20 US Mobile
Advisory Teams training RF/PF units in areas in which security is critical,
and a total of 31 District Operations and Intelligence Coordinating Cen-
ters obtaining information with which to attack the enemy infrastructure.

7. (U) PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS AND CIVIL AFFAIRS

a. Significant Psychological Operations Activities.

(1) The II FFORCEV PSYOP effort in support of tactical
operations increased significantly during this quarter. A total of 2469
sorties were flown by US/FWMAF Army and Air Force aircraft in support of
PSYOP this quarter compared to 1.518 sorties flown last quarter. The
aerial diasemination of leafletb more than doubled during the .quarter with
571P580,000 leaflets dropped thia quarter compared to 263,612.000 in the
previous quarter. In addition, the number of hours of aerial loudspeaker
broadcasts increased to 1.063 from 835 last quarter. Of the leaflets drop-
ped, 76,556,000 were produced by 246th PSYOP Companyq an increase of 101
million over last quarter's production. The remainder of the leaflets
used were produced by 6th PSYOP Battalion off-shore agencies.

(2) Special Operations - Doi Moi.

(a) A special operation was conducted by II FFORCEV
during the reporting period. In an effort to increase the number of Hoi
Chanh, Operation Doi Moi -was conducted in Binh Duong and Hau Nghia Prov-
inces from 25 September to 29 October. II FFORCEV, in conjunction with
III Corps (ARVN), province officials, and ARVN and CORDS Advisors, conduct-
ed intensive combat and psychological operations in the two provinces. The
first two weeks, Phase I, were devoted to combat and psychological opera-
tions designed to set the stage for Phase II. Phase II, initially planned
for one week but extended to- two weeks, was called Bonus Week. During
this period increased monetery benefits were offered to individual ral-
liers and special bonuses were offered to unit comnanders who brought in
more than 50 percent of their units, In Phase III the intelligence gained
frea Hoi Chanh who rallied during the preceding four weeks was exploited.
An exhaustive evaluation of the total campaign is being made at the pre-
sent time.

(b) As each rallicr was received he was interrogated
to detearine if he could be exploited psychologically. As a result of
these interrogations, 91 special quick reaction leaflets were produced
by the 246th PSIOP Company. The entire operation yielded a total of 169
ralliers in the two provinces, which reversed the downward trend in ral-
liers that had been noted during the preceding two months.

(3) During the quarter 2 303 Hoi Chanh were reported in III
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CTZ. This is a significant decrease free the 2116 received during the
previous quarter. The decrease may be attribnt4d to the lack of contact
with enaW forces brought about by the enmy's period of standdown for re-
fitting, retraining and food production activities.

b. Significant Civil Affairs Activities.

(1) The 2d Civil Affairs Company continued to support II
FFCECEV OPCON unit-s with 22 AA generalist platoons. Platoons are attached
to each brigade size unit, each division headquarters, the. st Australian
Task Force and the Royal Thai A&%r VTlunteer Regiment.

(2) Military-civic action projects increased significantly
duri- the reporting period. The nmuber of patients treated through MEDCAP
was 340,200., an increase of 150 percent over the last reporting period.
Majorn nstruction and repair projects increased 110 percent.

(3) Attituie surveys taken during the quarter indicate that
the Medical Civic Action Progri and improvement of lines of communication
continue to be the most popular programs with the Vietnamese people.

(4) Operation Friendship, a civic action program conducted in
areas in close proximity to HQ II FFORCEV, continued to produce increasing
response on the part of the local civilian population and officials. The
II FFORCEV Friendship Platoon, a civic action team which operates under
the direct supervision of the II FFORCEV G5, concentrated its efforts on
developing educational facilities, distribution of coumodities and encour-
agement of local self help projects to improve overall US/Vietnamese rela-
tions. Operation Friendship continued to be successful as evidenced by
the friendly and willing cooperation of hamlet and village officials.

8. (U) GL

a. (U) Conmications activities genrally were routine for
the period being reported. Many of the Army area type circuits which had
been imposed on the corps tactical systems were removed and placed on new
Army area comnications systems. When this plan is completed, the corps
tactical systems will provide primarily the systems and channels for com-
.mnd and control functions.

b. (U) A tactical operations center switchboard was installed
and activated, This facility provides greater flexibility and immediate-
response telephone comioatimn in direct support of command operations
by having direct access to each DTOC & COC of the tactical units under the
OPCON of II FFC2CEV, HQ USARV, and MACV COC.

c. (U) Plans and Operations progressed with regard to the II
FFORCEL radio relay sites. Hill 837 (NuL Chus Chan) has been expanded
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to provide a radio retransmssion eapability for Office of Civilian Op-
erations and to alley more operational space for radio relay equipment of
other units under II FFCRCEV OPCON. Engineers have begun construction of
the site at Hill 986 (Nui Ba Den) for permanent occupancy. Coordinatioa
has been effected concerning its operational control and resupply. A
plan for developuint of Hill 722 (Hui Ba Ra) as a relay site was submitted
to the 20th !Eueneer Brigade for implementation.

d. (U) A ivelve channel VHF eystem was established between the
III ARVN Corps Headquarters and II FFORCEVo This system provides sole
user circuits for the CGIs of both II FFORCEV and III ARVN Corps, Deputy
for CORDS, the Deputy Senior Adviser and essential comon user circuits.

9. (U) INSPECTOR GENERL

a. The following significant activities occurred within the IG
area of interests

(1) Forty-three requests for assistance were processed.

(2) Six complaints were resolved.

(3) One formal investigation of firing by friendly Army
aircraft into friendly troop positions was conducted. This resulted in
a promulgation of a cmmand SOP by this headquarters.

(4) One inquiry was made into control of aircraft. The
result of this inquiry was a recommndation that an investigation under the
prowiions of AR 15-6 be conducted. The recommendation was approved and

sinented.

(5) Annual General Inspections of the 219th Military In-
telligaence Detachnt and the 53d Signal Battalion were conducted.

(6) A courteT inspection of the 199th Infantry Brigade
was conducted.

b. Benefits derived from Annual General Inspectionst

(1) Annual general inspections, either through preparation
for or corrective action subsequent to, have resulted in the following:

(a) Better internal security procedures and improved
pbyz'oal security throughout Plantatian.

(b) Administrative deficiencies in the command have
been reduced appreciably.

(c) Unauthorized and-illegal sundry funds have been
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brought under control.,

(d) C. wd attention has been directed toward un-
satisfactory or mergnal wonditiopso

(2) Daring tm com-se of and after completion of annual
general inspections, professional aseistamee and guidance for remedial
&ction in al_ deficient ms•i has been provided.

10. (U) STAFF JUDGE ADYOCATE

Significant activities for the Staff Judge Advocate Section,
Headquarters, II F-ield Force Vietnam, for the period are as follows:

a. On 15 September 1967 the project to have all eligible alien
servicemen under the adnistrative control of CG, II Field Force Vietnam,
granted US citizenship was completed. On that date in the United States
District Court of the Territory of Guam two alien servicemen of this
comand became naturalized citizens. In addition, approximately fifty
other alien servi n were given assistance in preparing necessary forms
for submission to appropriate District Courts upon their return to CONUS.

b. The following unit was assigned to II FFORCEW for GM Juris-
dictin: Company Fy 51st Infantry (Long Range Patrol) per GO 4916, USARV,
26 Sep 67, as amended by GO 5217, USARV, 1n Oct 67 and was further at-
tached to 53d Signal Battalion for administration of military justice.
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SECTION II

CMOIADERS OBSEVATIONS AND REMMO4DATIONS

INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION

ITD4: Recommedations on use of the Aerial Surveillance Company:

DISCUSSON: General support of a corps uize force is the ideal mission
asuignment for- the aerial surveillance company. This hiethod of employ-
ment hab proven to be flexible and efficient. It has provided the m2axi-
mum auottat of support, generally- eliminating duplication of aerial re-
coumaisssnce efforts of II FYORCEV OPOON units.

OBSERVTION: The nevrer syvt± of reporting directly from $LAR aircraft
to II FFORCEV artiUler7r units had reduced the time lapse from target
detection to target engagement. The fall1 effect of this had not been de-
termined. It is expected that a higher percentage of effectiveness of
SLAR detected- targets being- successfully attacked will be the eventual
outcome

IDGISTICS

ITE4: Supply conditions affecting the operational capability of the com-
mand,

DISCUSSION: During thin quarter a Long Range Patrol (laP) Company was
formed from in-country- assets and an air caval.ry squadron arrived from
COIIUS. The impact of equipping these units did not seriously affect the
operational capability of the caind; however,, it had considerable ef-
fect on logistical operations at all levels because a large aiomt of
equipment had to be provided on short notice,

OBSERVATIONS: The supply system. is not designed to respond on short no-
tice. Ma-izom lead time must be allotted to new units formed in-country
and units arriving from CONUS for procurement of equipment, otherwise
available assets must be redistributed, This results in one or more units
being short authorized equipment and adversely affects the accomplish-
ment of assigned missions.

DE: Mintome Float for Rome Plows.

2LO&WW During extensive jungle clearing operations a high deaidline
rate had ban encoun'tered with the DWE Tractor which is the standard
tractor Por-the Romie Plow attachmzent. In addition there have been short-
ages of tractor assets due to combat losses.

OBO=ON To sustain wmarmm operation of the land Clearing Teems,
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AVMWO-RZ-Z
SUB3 : opmUmai a bipert laesmin Iarned for Qufrterly Period Idin

31 October 196 (RCS CSM-65) (U)

a mintenane float of lD7l Tractors, camplote with Rome Plow attachment,
has been =ds available to the Direct Support Units (DSU's) supporting
these t . This permias Iediate replaemet of equipment determined
to be demLUmd for exsee length of time. LAMitionally, depot stocks
have bee rn iked for immdiate issue to replace combat losses.

(s) PSYCB•OLICAL oPrIONS

IUl, Exploiting Hai Chan- with picture leaflets.

DISCUSSIO q&rimnow hms shmms that leaflets containing pictures of
Hoi Ch-nh and a bma6sitten appeal are most effective in persuading
other Viet Cong to defect. To get high quality leaflets a high quality
photograph of the subject is required. This can best be accomplished
with a Polaroid aera used at the time the individual rallies. Use of
a Polaroid camera permits immediate developing and inspection of the
picture which insures availability of a high quality photograph.

OQ ¥VIO~s Polaroid caeras should be available at brigade level to
make possible the immediate securing of high quality photographs of rall-
iers. In this way rapid exploitation of ralliers with high quality leaf-
lets is ensured.

UM PSYOP CooriI±Utug Conters.

DISCUION: Daring Operation Doi Moi PSYOP coor•inating centers were
eatabliMsed in the two provinces involved. Representatives of US ani ARN
combat units., local gvew t, and ARVN and CORDS advisors were included
in the centers. All PSYOP activities were coordinated in the center,
providing for more effective PSYOP activities and efficient use of re-
s'OurceS

OBSOUVATION PSOP coordinating centers are very effective in developing
comprehensive and cohesive PSYOP programs. The centers should be organ-
ized at the lowest level capable of complete coordination of operational
requirements.

UL% Increased manetary indoements were used as an experiment during
Operation Dol Hoi. Dmng the third and fourth weeks, increased monetary
benefits were offered to the Viet Cong. While acme of the ralliers brought
with then the leaflets announaing the increased rewards, none of them cited
the rewards as the reamon for rallying. The desire to be reunited with
family and fear of death from bombs and artillery continues as the major
reason for rallying.

,OBSVAT O93 Increased monetary benefits offered to potential ralliers do
not appreciably influence Viet Cong or NVA soldiers. The reasons most fre-
quently cited by ralliers are (1) the desire to be reunited with family
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AVFBC-RX-H
SUBJ`ECTz Operational Report Lessons Learned'for Quarterly Period Ending

3.1 October 1967 (ROS CSFOR-65) (U)

mem~besr and (2) the fear of death. These them should continue to be
exploitedi in propaganda messages directed toward enem units-

LUL CIVIL AFFAIRS/CIVIC ACTION

1Tg~s Ops ration Friendship - the mplopt of Military Civic Action/
Civil Affairg/Coinuitty Relations assets in close proximity to a military
base camp to enhance the image of the US FOR~CES., to promote the friendly
and willing cooperation of hamlet and-village officials and to assist in
civic action projects which meet the most pressing needs of the people.

DISCUSSIG&~ The Friendship Platoon, a civic action team operating under
the direct supervision of the II FFCIRCEV G5, was set up to provide imine-.
diate civic acti on response to emergencies and incidents that involve US
personnel in hamlets and villages immdiately adjacent to the area and,
thrugh coordinatian with the Senior District Advisor, determines those
projects which beat mee;, the needs of the people. Emphae is has been
placed on developing adaoational facilities, distributing of commaodities,
and the encouragement of local self-help projects in order to improve
overall US/Vietnausse relations. In addition, there has been an inten-
sive application of community relations assets to encourage the develop-
ment of mutual respect and Ltrmst between the local residents and the US
Military Foraes stationed iLn the area.

OBSERVATION&s There has been a marked improvement in relations between
US Fcorces an the local Vietnamese people and the GIN officials. The peo-
ple are willing to work an self-help civic action projects to improve
their standard of living. In two cases the villagers have volunteered in-
formation of considerable intelligence value.

CGO4UNCAIONS

TDgThe volumes of electrical transmitted message traffic increased
from 102,2/+7 messages last quarter to 120.,231 messages during this
quarter. The volume of immediate precedence messages continues to show
a decrease from 35% to 30%.

DISCUSSION: The decrease in immdiate precedence messages from last
quarter has reduced the average handling time for originating messages
by 10 minutes.

QBSRiAIOINS The reduction of immediate precedence moWmgs van due.,
primartlys, to the effective and agpessive application of realistic
precedence an directed by mebers of the comand mesusage review board
and cooperation of the Field Forces Staff.

1TII4: Frequency interference has decreased significantly during the
last quarter.
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SUBJECT Opvatiama Reor Lesons laarned for Quarterly Period Ending

31 October 196?(RC CSFOR-65) (U)

DISaC W ON: With the closer assigmeent and control of FM frequencies
maintained at this headqrLers the frequency int'Werence problem is
under control. However, .with the expansion of operations to be exper-
ienced in III CTZ it is expected that some additional interference will
occur*

OBSERVATIONS: With the arrival of the 101st Ahn Div and the movement of
other II FFORCEV OPCON units it is expected that interference will in-
crease. However, frequency changes and command emphasis on the use of
low power should limit the problems that will be encountered.

i T3 Cander's Reeooations.

NONE.

G. S. EWMARDT
Major Queeral, USA

DISTRIBUTION: Acting co0 nder
3 - ACSFOR, DA
I - CINCUSARPAC
3 - CG, USARV
1 - ACofS, GI, II FFORCEV
1 - ACof S, G2, II FFOBCEV

10 - ACofS, G3, II FFORCEV
1 - ACofS, G4, II FFORCWV
I -'ACofS, G5, II FFORCEV
1 - Joint Plannin Group, II FFORCEV
5 - 7th Mil Hist Dot, II FFORCEV
I - 0G, USAIS
I - GG, USAARMS
I - CG, USACGSC
1 - CO, USAAMS
"1 - CO, USAINFURU
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AVHGC-DST 1st Ind
SUBJZCT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for the Cuarterly Period

Ending 31 October 1967 (RCS CSFOR-65) (IT)

HEADQUARTERS, UlITh;D STATES STATES ARMY VIETNAM, kPO San Trancisco 96375

TO: Commander in Chief, United States Arrry, Pacific, ATTN: GPOP-D',
APO 96558

Department of the Army', Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for
Force Development, Washington, D. C. 20310

1. (U) This headquarters has reviewed the Oerational Report-Lessons
Learned for the quarterly period ending 31 October 1967 from Headquarters,
II Field Force Vietnam (DHOA).

2. (U) Conc-ur dth report and co-mander's observations. Reoort is
considered adequate.

FOR THi COiLANDER:

C. S. N.
Capta,•,.' :

cc: HQ, Il FFV
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GPOP-DT(undtd) 2d Ind (U)
SUBJECT: Operational Report for the Quarterly Period Ending 31 October

1967 from HQ, II Fld Force Vn (UIC: WOHOAA) (RCS CSFOR-65)(U)

HQ, US ARMY, PACIFIC, APO San Francisco 96558 R80DC 9ft7

TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the Axuy,
Washington, D. C. 20310

This headquarters has evaluated subject report and forwarding
indorsements and concurs in the report as indorsed.

FOR THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF:

flL !rWlIN SNYDER

CPT, AGO
Asst AG

/
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11 P'F'-')REV Xh. Fit ') BA72TLt,

UNIT PRovit.Cr STATION COORLINATLa CON HQ

II FFCRCEV BIENJ HOA UnnC BINH YT051111 ICHD4U5ACV
1ST IN? DIV BIEN HOA DI AN XT91OOE60 II FFOR(ZV
1ST DDE, 1ST IN? DIVBINh DUONI PHiUOC VINH X'r)55497 1ST INF DIV
1-2D INF BINH WONG~ PHIJOC VINH XT960490 1ST BDE,

1ST IN? DIV
1-26THi IN? BINDi DUONG THUOC VINH XT9744Q9 1ST BDE,

1ST IN? DIV
1-28TH IN? BINH DUONGf PHUOC VIMJ XT954498 1ST DDE,

1ST IN? DIV
2D BDE, 1ST IN? DIV BIEN HOA DI AN Mot9Oj7" 1ST IN? DITV
2r-161-H INF BIEN! HOA DI AN XT9051'.77 2D BDE,

1ST IN? DIV
1-18TH IN? BIEN BOA DI AN XTM~CYý'. 'D BDE,

1ST IN? DTV
2-IMT IN? BIEN HOA DI AN XT9030717 ;,D BT)?,,

1ST IN? DIV
3D EDE, 1ST IN? DIV BINH DUONG LAI KHE X'r76h378 1ST IN? DIV
2-2D IN? (NEC!!) BINH DUO!N] LAI KEIE XT7?84379 3D BDE,

15?T IN? DIV
1-16Tý! INF BINH I UM LAI KhE XT770379 3D MkE,

1 S' IN?J bIV
2-281'1 IN? BINH IAJONG LAI KI IE XT764380 M)FfE,

1-4TH CAV BINDH DUONG PHUJ L.OT '8,7 .-ST* INF DIV
1ST IN? DIV ARTY 'BND DUC'G PH?! LAj ZIA?6 57 1ST IN-P DIV
1-5TH ARTY (105T) B.±NH I 01C? MUMC VIIH X'I'96,t-? It M~ *NF DIV

kiTy
8-6TH AtýTY (15 5/8"ST) BINH DUOUG PHU LOI xT8671 57 3.:; IN? DIV

1-7TH ARTY (lO5T) BIEN HOA DI AN AT9090r7.i 1ST INF DIV
A IlTY

6-15TH ARTY (105T) BiND DUOIC LAI KHE Xl'78O379 1ST IN? DIV
ARTY

2-33D ARTY (105T) BINH CUONG LAI KIE X1'760175 LST !NF DIV

1ST AViV LINH DUONC PHl 1,O7 10831117 1ST I!!P rIV
1ST ENflR LIEN HOA DI AN (TY~rliQ U. ST' IhF DIV
121ST SIG BIEN HOA DI AN YT904051 I.ST I,!? DIV

9TH INF DIV BIEN HOA LClA3 TIANI! YT-'13O2 1 1.1rIUl
1ST DDE, 9TH INF DIV BIEN HOA LONG~ THANH 'vr169(o' 9Yll IN? DIV
2-39TH INF DIEN HO'k Lu;Z THANH TriO( ir 1ST Dr-,;

9TH 1,4' DIV
BIEN HOA L'ING TMHANP 1,163C42 1ST DDE.,

ýTH4 TM V 1

mIn 1 W'Ni 1 A
0% 't' r, %,r IYAR IN IRfVAL313L ~ SS~r E ?AFTER12 YEAPA.
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CONFIDENTIAL
UNIT PROVINCE STATION COORDINATES CON HQ

2-47TE INF (MECH) BlEN HOA LOPG THAW YT171006 1ST BEE,
9TH INF DIV

2D BDE, 9TH IN? DIV DINH TUOG DONG TAM XS417439 9TH IN? DIV
3-4 -4 INF DINH TUONG DONG TAM XS417439 2D BDE,

9TH INF DIV
4-47TH INF DINH TUONG DOW. TAM XS417439 2D BDE,

9T'rl INF DIV
3-60TH INF DINH TUONG DONG TAM XS417439 2D BDE,

9TH INF DIV
3D BDE, 9TH IND DIV LONG AN TAN AN XS456648 9TH INF DIV
3-39TH INF LONG AN RACH KIEN XS739697 3D BDE,

9TH INF DIV
2-6OTH INF LONG AN AP TAN THANH XS668635 3D BDF,

9TH INF DIV
5-60TH INF (MECH) LONG AN BINH .PHUOC XS609553 3D BDE,

9TH INF DIV
3-5TH CAV BIEN HOL LONG TRAWH YT16701O 9TH INF DIV
9TH INF DIV ARTY BIEN HOA LONG THANH YT172004 9TH INF DIV
1-11TH ARTY (1O5T) BIEN HOA LONG THANH YT162018 9TH INF DIV

ARTY
2-4TH ARTY (105T) LONG AN TPN AN XS546648 9TH INF DIV

ARTY
3-34TH ARTY (105T) BINH TUONG DONG TAM XS417439 9TH INF DIV

ARTY
1-84TH ARTY (155T/8"SP)BIEN HOA LONG THANH YS168997 9TH INF DIV

ARTY
9TH AVN BIEN HOA LONG THANH YT160012 9TH INF DIV
15TH ENGR BIEN HOA LONG THANH YT168030 9TH INF DIV
9TH SIG BIEN HOA LONG THANH YS170998 9TH INF DIV
11TH ACR LONG KHANH LONG GIAO YS438968 9TH INF DIV
1-11TH CAV LOW, KHANH LONG GIAO YS440970 11TH ACR
2-11TH CAV LONG KHANH LONW GIAO YS44O976 11TH ACR
3-11TH CAV LONG KHANH LONG GIAO YS433963 11TH ACR
919TH ENGR CO LONG KHANH LONG GIAO YS440976 11TH ACR

25TH INF DIV HAU NGHIA CU CHI XT647153 II FFORCEV
1ST BDE, 25TH INF DIV HAU NGHIA CU CHI XT654157 24TH INF DIV
4-9TH INF HAU NGHIA CU CHI XT662155 1ST BDE,

25TH INF DIV
2-14TH INF HAU NGHIA CU CHI Ir657161 1ST BDE,

25TH INF DIV
4-23D INF (MECH) HAU ?CHIA CU CHI XT653164 1ST BDE,

25TH INF DIV
2D BDE, 25TH INF DIV HAU NGHIA CU CHI XT644157 25TH INF DIV
1-5TH IN? (MECH) IIAU NOHIA CU CHI XT653163 2D BDE,

25TH INF DIV
1-27TH INF HAU WHIA "U CHI XT639151 2D BDE,

25TH INF DIV
2-27TH INF HAU NOHIA CU CHI XT642157 2D BDE,

25TH INF DIV
3-4TH CAV HAU NWHIA CU CHI XT654145 25TH INF DIV
C/1-10TH CAV HAU NGHIA CU CHI XT654145 25TH INF DIV
25TH INF DIV ARTY HAU WOHIA CU CRI XT645156 25TH IN? DIV

"WFDIkNTIAL
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,ONFIDENTIAL
UNIT PROVINCE STATION COORDINATES CON HQ

1-T"H ARTY (105T) HAU NG14IA ('U ClI XT650156 25TH INF DIV
AMT

7-11TH ARTY (05T) HAU NGHIA CU CHI XT656163 25TH IXF DIV
ARTY

3-13TH ARTY(155/8"SP) HAU NG.IA CU CHII XT64 4156 25TH INF DIV
ARTY

6-77TH ARTY (105T) HAU NGHIA CU CIi XT645153 A5TH INF DIV
ARTY

25Th AVN HAU NGHIA CU CHI 1T647147 25TH INF DIV
65TH ENGR HAUNGHIA CU CHI XT656153 25TH IN? DIV
125TH 9IG HAU NGHIA CU CHI XT643149 25TH INF DIV
3D BDE, 25TH INF DIV BINH DUONG DAU TIEWG XT493472 25TH INF DIV
2-12TH INF BINH4 DUONG DAU TIENG XT492472 3D BDE,

25TH INF DIV
2-22D INF (MECH) BINH DUONG DAU TIENG XT490480 3D BDE,

25TH INF DIV
3-22D INF BINH DUONG DAU TIENG XT490470 3D BDE,

25TH INF DIV
2-77TH ARTY (105T) BINH DUONG DAU TIENG XT495475 25TH IMF DIV
2-34TH ARMOR (-) TAY NINH TAY NINA XT155514 25TH INF DIV

199TH INF BDE BIEN HOA LOWG BINH YTO77122 II FFORCEV
2-3D INF BIEN HOA LONW BINH Yr077122 199TH INF BDE
3-7TH INF BIEN HOA LONG BINH YT077122 199TH INF BDE
4-12TH INF BIEN HOA LONG BINH YT077122 199TH IN? BDE
DA7TH CAV BIEN HOA LOWG BINH YT077122 199TH INF BDE
2-40TH ARTY (05T) BIEN HOA LONG BINH YT077122 199TH INF BDE
87TH ENGR CO BIEN HOA LONG BINH YT077122 199TH INF EDE

HQ 1ST ATF PHUOC TiUY NUI DAT YS435667 II FFORCEV
2D RAR PHUOC TUY NUI DAT TS441684 HQ 1ST ATF
7TH RAR PHUOC TUT N-I DAT YS442765 HQ 1ST ATF
1ST SAS SQDN PHUOC TUT NUI DAT YS435664 HQ 1ST ATF
A SQDN/3D CAV REGT PHUOC TUY NUI DAT YS431667 HQ IST ATF
4TH FD REGT(105 PACK) PHUOC TUY NUI DAT YS431663 HQ 1ST ATF
1ST FD SQDN RAE PHUOC TUY NUI DAT TS437665 HQ 1ST ATF
104TH SIG SQDN PHUOC TUY NUI DAT YS432666 HQ 1ST ATF

HQ II FFORCEV ARTY BIEN BOA LONG BINH YT051U2 II FFORCEV
5-2D ARTY (.,f)= AWSP) BIEN HOA LONG BINll IT110120 IT IFORCEV

ARTY
8-25TH ARTY(TAB),HHB BIEN HOA LOWG BINH YT052U2 II FFORCEV

AR?!
HQ 23D ARTY GP BINH DUONG PHU LOI XT845152 II FFORCEV

ARTY
2-13TR ARTY (105T) BINH DUONG PHU LOI XT847152 23D ARTY GP
1-27TH ARTY (155SP) BINH DUONG DAU TIEW, XT497468 23D ARTY GP
6-27TH ARTY(W"A75SP)B1IN DUON PHUOC VIN XT757498 23D ARTY GP

CANFIDiNTW
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UNIT PROVINCE STATION COORDINATES CON HQ

2-32D ARTY("/175SP) TAY NINH TAT NINH XT163522 23D ARTY GP
HQ 54TH ARTY GP LONG KHANH XUAN LOC YT467087 II FFORCEV

ARTY
7-M ARTY (8"A75SP)BIER HOA LONG THANH rT168004 54TH ARTY GP
7-9TH ARTY (105T) BIEN HOA LONG THANH YT169005 54TH ARTY GP
2-35TH ARTY (155SP) LONG KHANH XUAN LOC YT470097 54TH ARTY GP
1-83D ARTY(8"/175SP) PHVOC TUY NUI DAT YS426657 54TH ARTY GP

12TH AVIATION GP BIEN HOA LONG BINH YT058170 II FFORCEV
nlTH AVN BINH DUONG PHU LOI XT858161 12TH AVN GP
_14 5TH AVN BIEN HOA BIEN HOA XT988129 12TH AVN GP
214TH AVN BIEN HOA BEARCAT YT167003 12TH AVN GP
222D AVN PHUOC TUY VUNG TAU YS296472 12TH AVN GP
269TH AVN HAU NGHIA CU CHI XT656157 12TH AVW GP
73D AVN PHUOC TUY VUNG TAU YS296472 II FPORCRV

53D SIG BIEN HOA LONG BINH YT050110 II FFORCEV

168TH ENGR (CBT) BIEN HOA DI AN XT906074 II FFORCEV
588TH ENGR (CBT) TAY NINH TAY NINH XT159516 I FFORCEV
362D ENGR CO (LE) TAY NINH TAY NINH XT159515 II FFORCEV
100TH ENGR CC (FB) BIEN HOA LONG BINH YT050111 II FFORCEV
500TH ENGR CO (PB) BIEN HOA LONG BINH YT051110 II FFORCEV
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64 ~CONMIENTIA'

II FIRLD FORCE VON- TROOP-

QCOA UNIJT

ID ATZ LATION

UNtITf Div 15 Mar 6 6  DI AN

ist Inf Div 14Doc 6 6  BEAR CAT

5th Inf Div 22 Mar 66 CD CHI

25 th if Jun 66 NUI DAT

lotRATA 22 Sep 67 BEAR CAT

RTAVR LONG BINI

1O/ th Inf Bde (S$.p) (Lt) iC' Dec 66
llth AnE 26 Sep 66 LONG GMOA

23d Arty Gp 15 Mar 66 PiU LOC

54th Arty Gp 1 Oct 66 XUAN LOG

12th Avn Gp 15 Mar 66 LONG BINH

168th Engr Bn (CBT.) 4 Jun 67 BIEN HOA

588th Engr Bn (CBT) 4 Jun 67 TAY NINH

lOOth Enfr Co (IZ) 4 Jun 67 BIMN HOA

100th r Co (B) 4 Jun 67 TAY NINH

362d EngVCO (FB) 4 Jun67 BE O

500th Engr Co (FB) 4 Jun 67 BIEN HOA

246th PSYOP Co 6 Dec 66 DI AN

3d Squadron, 17th Air Cay 31 Oct 67

TENAN UNIT

61st Had Det 25 Jun 66 LONG BIll

DUIIS DPWhD_

UINIT I FFv,

173rd Abn Bde (Sep) 25 May 67 1I CTZ

Inc1 6 CON ENT
CONFIDEN iM OWNGRADED Ar 3 YEAR INTERVALS;

DECLASSIFIED AFTF. 12 YEARS

DOD DIR 5200.10



CONFIDENTIAL
II FIELD FOIWE VIETNAM TROOP LIST 1 Aug 67 - 31 Oct 67

* u SSIGD

HHC, II FFORCEV 10 Jan 66 LONG BINH

HHB, II FFORCEV Arty 17 Jan 66 LONG BINH

HHB, 8th TAB, 25th Arty 13 Aug 66 LONG BINH

2d CA Co 7 Dec 66 LONG BINH

9th Trans Co (Car) 23 Aug 66 LONG BINH

44th APU 1 Oct 66 LONG BINH

552 MP 3o 23 Sop 66 LONG BINH

UNITS ATTACHED

5th Bn, 2d Arty (AW SP) & 27 Nov 66 LONG BINH
D Btry, 71st Arty (AW)

53d Sig Bn (Corps) 4 Jun 66 LONG BINH

16th Sig Det 16 May 66 LONG BINH

7th Mil Hist Det 1 Jun 66 LONG BINH

16th PI Det 4 Jun 66 LONG BINH

29th Chem Det 10 Mar 66 LONG BINH

Det 32, Weather Sqdn 1 Oct 66 LONG BINH

219th MI Dot 20 May 66 LONG BINH

303d RR Bn 8 Jun 66 LONG BINH

517th Engr Dot 4 Jun 66 LONG BINH

CoNFID Tu



CON ENII
STATISTICAL SUMMARY

TACTICAL AIR SUPPORT
1 Aug - 31 Oct 1967

SUB
TOTAL TOTAL

1. Total FAG eqatrolled Air sorties 12,944

2. Total FAC controlled sorties in
support of RVNAF 5,229

3. Total FAC controlled sorties in
Support of S/FWM 7,715

4. Number of Combat Sky Spot missions

in support of RVNAF 435

5. Number of Combat Sky Spot missions
in support of US/FAMA

1st Div 294
9th Div 40
25th Div 98
199th Bde 50
let ATF 115
HQ, II FFORCEV 220

8lz

6. Ordnance expended supporting
U./FVF

Bombs 30,779
Rockets 16,993
Napalm 9,584
20 MM 1,591,600
CBU 412,356

7. Results of air strikes supporting
US/P•AF

KBA (BC) 30
IDA (EST) IS00
Structures destroyed 1,932
Structures damaged 1,050

8. Number of B-52 strikes 50

cl 7 DOWNGRADEr AT 3 Y!-An INTERVAL%

1.ECLASSIFIID AFTER 12 YEARS
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